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MEET
THE GIFT

MEET
THE BRANDS

In 1996 The Gift started developing and selling bags

Go on an adventure with Norländer - Norländer stands

and outdoor products under the Norländer brand name.

for authentic, durable and affordable since 1996. The

Twenty-five years later, The Gift is a leading supplier in

Norländer collection consists of trolleys, bags, sport and

the field of home & deco, travel, outdoor, sport, electronics

outdoor products.

get to know us better

get to know our brands

and cosmetics.
Make your house a home with SENZA - SENZA stands for
Because of our driven purchase department and short

basic, tough, honest and attractive. Due to the natural

communication lines in various production countries,

materials and colors, our articles fit into any interior.

we offer extensive collections with modern and
affordable products.

Enjoy the SPA experience at home with KUMAI - KUMAI
by SENZA is our newest brand and part of SENZA. The

In addition to Norländer, the brands SENZA, KUMAI and

collection consists of high-quality, 100% vegan care

BRAINZ are also part of The Gift’s overal brand portfolio.

products. Each line has a distinctive look and scent. The

Each brand is characterized by its own identity and range.

products are suitable for all skin types.

The collections grow every year. Not only in size,

Charge, connect & enjoy with BRAINZ - BRAINZ is our

but also in quality and durability. Beside our own

electronics brand that stands for modern, hip, solid

brands, The Gift is also your partner for custom-made

and affordable. The collection consists of speakers,

productions and private labels.

headphones, earbuds, chargers, smart watches and power
banks.

Do you prefer the online experience?
Visit our website!
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THINK ECO
environmental sustainability

Good and affordable products, that is what we strive for

At The Gift, we believe that sustainability starts with

every day at The Gift. The origin of the raw materials

the basics. Our core business, product development

of our products, the working conditions in the factories

a n d s a l e s a r e a c c o m p a n i e d b y m a n y s t ra t e g i c

and the environmental policy of the supplier have

purchasing rounds. We first look carefully at what the

an increasing impact during production. Not only

possible sales could be before production is started.

for us, but also for you as customer. The demand for

Will there still be stock left at the end of the year?

sustainable products and services continues to rise. Our

Then this will be sold in our B2C webshop. No waste!

responsibility to deliver a good and affordable product is
therefore very important.

Due to our mostly overseas productions, our
responsibility as a supplier is great. We strive for the

Here at The Gift, we include as many nature-friendly

most efficient supply chains for the production and

articles as possible in our collection. For instance,

transport of our collections. We transport our collections

RPET bags, plaids, trolleys, but also Seagrass, Wheat

extremely cost-efficiently and flexibly by sea freight. We

straw, Bamboo, Acacia wood, Paper and Hyacinth

limit air transport from the Far East in order to save

products. We are also in favor of the use of sustainable

costs and the environment. For instance, we are affiliated

packaging as an alternative to plastic packaging, such

with the Rotra Green Footprint program and therefore

as kraft or no packaging at all.

transport climate neutral.

Do you prefer the online experience?
Visit our website!
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SHOWROOM
ex per ien c e

o u r

n ew

c o l l ec tio n

Due to the pandemic restrictions, we couldn’t attend the spring trade fairs
to present our new collections.

The Gift wouldn’t be The Gift, if we didn’t come up
with an inventive solution for that.
We brought the fair to our office!

We are more than happy to welcome you at our 160m2 showroom!
Feel free to contact us for a visit.

Do you prefer the online experience?
Visit our website!
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204

TROLLEYS

LABELS & ICONS

KITCHEN, COOKING & TABLEWARE

68

PRODUCTS WITH THIS LABEL ARE OUR POPULAR
RECOMMENDATIONS.

CANDLES

98

PRODUCTS WITH THIS LABEL WILL FIT IN ANY MAILBOX.
PRODUCTS WITH THIS LABEL DO NOT CONTAIN ANIMAL

CANDLEHOLDERS

106

RELATED RAW MATERIALS.
PRODUCTS WITH THIS LABEL ARE MADE OF ECO-FRIENDLY

LED LIGHTS

122

MATERIAL.
PRODUCTS WITH THIS LABEL ARE MADE OF RECYCLED
PAPER.

HOME & LIVING

126

WELLNESS

152

PRODUCTS WITH THIS LABEL ARE MADE OF RECYCLED
PLASTIC.
PRODUCTS WITH THIS LABEL ARE FULLY INSULATED
WITH COOLING FOIL.
PRODUCTS WITH THIS LABEL HAVE AN INSULATED COOLER

PARTY & SEASONAL

166

COMPARTMENT.
PRODUCTS WITH THIS LABEL ARE EQUIPPED WITH A
BICYCLE ATTACHMENT SYSTEM.
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TROLLEYS

Norländer Cabin Size Trolley Squared

28120

28121

28122

28141

28142

28143

This Norländer IATA approved trolley with the special chiq
design of square surfaces, is a true eye-catcher wherever you
go!
The trolley comes with four sturdy single 360˚rotating
wheels, handles for easy carrying and an extendable drawbar.
The interior is divided into a main- and zip compartment.
Double buckle straps are fitted in the main compartment
to keep clothing in position during the journey. The zipper
compartment offers space for transporting smaller products
and keeping them in place.
Size:

53 x 35 x 21 CM

Material:

ABS
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TROLLEYS

Norländer trolley riga

28146

28147

28148

Traveling carefree is not an issue with this functional travel
trolley. This trolley has a decent appearance and is very
suitable for customization. Thanks to the smooth ABS material
it provides a great surface for custom prints!
Besides that, this trolley contains an extendable handlebar
and four double wheels which can rotate 360 degrees.
The inside is split into a main compartment and a zipped
compartment. The address label gives you the opportunity to
write down any addresses.
*This cabin size trolley is IATA approved.
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Size:

55 x 33,5 x 22 CM

Material:

ABS

TROLLEYS

Norländer trolley kalmar

28144

28145

Traveling carefree is not an issue with this functional travel
trolley. This trolley has a decent appearance and is very
suitable for customization. Thanks to the smooth ABS material
it provides a great surface for custom prints!
Besides that, this trolley contains an extendable handlebar
and four double wheels which can rotate 360 degrees.
The inside is split into a main compartment and a zipped
compartment. The address label gives you the opportunity to
write down any addresses.
*This cabin size trolley is IATA approved.
Size:

55 x 33,5 x 22 CM

Material:

ABS
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TROLLEYS

Norländer Lux Traveler Trolley

28126

28127

28128

A luxurious and robust IATA approved trolley with an
aluminium look and a handle on the top and on the side,
which makes it easy to carry when necessary. This trolley has
double-mounted soft wheels, a TSA-Lock and a firm telescopic
handle. In addition, this trolley also has removable wheels.
The inside of the trolley is divided into a main and zip
compartment. The zipper compartment offers space for
transporting smaller products and keeping them in place. In
addition, there is also a mesh and zip pocket on one inside
of the trolley.
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Size:

53 x 33 x 21 cm

Material:

ABS & Polycarbonate

TROLLEYS

Norländer Lux Trolley

28129

28130

28131

A luxurious IATA approved hand luggage trolley with an
elegant brushed finish and made of sturdy polycarbonate. The
overall shape is adapted to hand luggage size, which means
that it can be used as hand luggage with most airlines. The
handles make it easy to carry when necessary and the trolley
also has double silent soft wheels and a TSA-Lock.
The interior is divided into a main and zip compartment.
Double buckle straps are fitted in the main compartment
to keep clothing in position during the journey. The zipper
compartment offers space for transporting smaller products.
Size:

53 x 33 x 21 cm

Material:

Polycarbonate
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Norländer Cabin Size Tasmani Trolley
with Brakes
28133

28134

Our renewed version of the IATA approved Tasmani trolley
with new rotating wheels and brakes. A trolley that undesirably
rolls away when you’re waiting is a thing of the past!
The unique “ribbed” design on the front and back makes this
trolley an eye catcher. This trolley is very pleasant to use due
to the double silent spinning wheels with brakes, a lightweight
aluminium extendable drawbar and a sturdy carrying handle
on the top to lift the trolley. The interior is divided into a main
and zip compartment. The trolley is also equipped with a
luxury TSA combination lock.

Norländer Cabin Size Customize Trolley

14156

14157

This IATA approved polycarbonate trolley is allowed on most
airlines as handluggage. The inside of the trolley has a classy
interior and separate compartments. The trolley has four
360˚ rotatable silent wheels, double zippers and a number
combination lock.
The large notched square on the front is for personalization
by sticker. Sticker size: 33,5 x 23,5 cm. Send us your wishes &
artwork and we will make you a digital visual to send to your
customer.
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Size:

53 x 34 x 20 cm

Material:

Polycarbonate

Size:

53 x 33 x 21 cm

Material:

ABS

TROLLEYS

Norländer Cabin Size “Simply Green” Trolley
rpet
28123

28124

28125

Simply Green from Norländer represents a future for us and
the next generations. With this new trolley, Norländer wants
to contribute to the fight against plastic. For example, this
hand luggage trolley contains at least 30 PET bottles.
The trolley is equipped with four sturdy silent spinning wheels,
an extendable drawbar and a sturdy carrying handle on the
top. The inside of the trolley is divided into a main and zip
compartment.

*This cabin size trolley is IATA approved.
Size:

53 x 33 x 21 cm

Material:

RPET ABS
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TROLLEYS

Norländer Lyon Trolley Dull PU

28150

28151

28152

28153

This practical and spacious trolley bag is made of Dull PU
material which gives it a classy appearance. The trolley bag
has a big compartment where lots of luggage can be stowed.
Also, this trolley bag contains a front pocket which can be
opened and closed with a zipper. Thanks to the extendable
trolley system and the wheels, this Lyon trolley is very useful
for a trip abroad. The handle on the top and the shoulder
strap on the side, also gives you the possibility to carry the
trolley bag.
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Size:

50 x 35 x 22 cm

Material:

Dull PU

TROLLEYS

Norländer Trolley Bottle Sleeve
D U L L P U M AT E R I A L

28558

28559

Norländer Trolley Bottle Sleeve
6 0 0 D P O LY E ST E R

28576

28577

Handy travel sleeve to attach onto a trolley drawbar. This
sleeve provides space in one pocket for storing your phone,
powerbank, charger, earbuds or other items. The other
pocket is meant for a drinking cup or water bottle.

Handy travel sleeve to attach onto a trolley drawbar. This
sleeve provides space in one pocket for storing your phone,
powerbank, charger, earbuds or other items. The other
pocket is meant for a drinking cup or water bottle.

The compartment on the back is suitable for storing money
or other documents.The sleeve can be secured with Velcro
around the trolley bar. This sleeve is a good replacement for a
front pocket when a trolley isn’t equipped with one.

The compartment on the back is suitable for storing money
or other documents.The sleeve can be secured with Velcro
around the trolley bar. This sleeve is a good replacement for a
front pocket when a trolley isn’t equipped with one.

*Suitable for all hard case trolleys.

*Suitable for all hard case trolleys.

Size:

22 x 16 cm

Size:

22 x 16 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Material:

600D Polyester
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LAST CHANCE

28113
Lyon Trolley Canvas Washed Black

28119
Cabin Size Norländer Trolley Silver

28132
Norländer Tasmani Trolley With Brakes White
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28135
Norländer Tasmani Trolley With Brakes Red

28136
Norländer Tasmani Trolley With Brakes Blue

LAST CHANCE

28535
Norländer Explorer Backpack Trolley Black

28537
Norländer Voyager Backpack Trolley Grey

28138
Norländer TwoWay Trolley (Softpocket) Black

28115
Norländer Tasmani Simply Green RPET Black

28139
Norländer TwoWay Trolley Silver/Black

28116
Norländer Tasmani Simply Green RPET Silver

28140
Norländer TwoWay Trolley White/Black

28117
Norländer Tasmani Simply Green RPET Green
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LAST CHANCE

14136
Lyon Trolleybag Black

14137
Lyon Trolleybag Twin Tone Grey

14171
Cabin Size Adventure Trolley

14196
Vintage Twin Tone Trolley Cognac

28102
Cabin Size Norländer Tasmani Trolley Silver

28108
Customize Cabin Size Business Trolley Black

28109
Customize Cabin Size Business Trolley Silver

28110
Round Shaped Trolley Black

28112
Vintage Twin Tone Trolley Bilbao Grey

28536
Norländer Explorer Backpack Trolley Grey
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28111
Vintage Canvas Trolley Bilbao Washed Black

TROLLEYS
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TRAVEL BAGS

STYLISH

20

BAGS

TO

TRAVEL

WITH

28511

28620

28546

28655

Norländer Dull PU Organizer Backpack

28553

28623

28555

28656

This sturdy backpack is easily recognizable by the matt Dull PU
leather. Alongside with the original zipper on the top, there’s
also an extra closing option with a buckle. The firm carrying
handles provide an optimal carrying comfort.

This sturdy Organizer Backpack is fully equipped. The
bag itself is made of Dull PU leather and has a matte
look. The main compartment is very spacious and has
an extra divider.

Another asset is the handy front pocket with zipper closure.

Besides, the bag has a laptop compartment and a front
pocket. All compartments are equipped with a zipper.
The 2 elastic compartments on the sides are ideal for
a drinking bottle. You can also carry the bag with the 2
carrying handles on the top.

Size:

50 x 42 x 22 cm

Size:

41 x 30 x 25 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Coolerbag

28513

28622

28548

28657

This well isolated cooler bag is made of tough matt black
PU leather. The main compartment can be closed with two
zippers. The shoulder strap is dismountable and adjustable.

TRAVEL BAGS

Norländer Dull PU Roll Backpack

Norländer Dull PU Bicycle Backpack

28650

28651

28652

28653

With this multifunctional bicycle/backpack you can truly go
anywhere! The bag is made of firm Dull PU leather and gives
you a cool look. Not only does this bag contain a spacious
compartment to store your laptop thanks to the laptop
divider, it also comes with an extra closeable front pocket.
A carabiner is attached to the side of the backpack, this gives
you the opportunity to secure a drink bottle or keychain to it.
The final feature this bag offers are 2 attachment hooks which
you can use to easily attach the bag to your luggage rack.

Size:

36 x 27 x 26 cm

Size:

47 x 32 x 17 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Sportsbag

28658

28659

28660

28661

This spacious weekendbag will make sure you can go
anywhere carelessly. The bag is made of Dull PU and is
designed for practical use. The big compartment provides
enough space to stow all your luggage, and the side gives you
an extra store compartment for your smaller items.
The weekendbag can be opened and closed easily thanks to
the zipper and is easy to carry around thanks to the shoulder
strap. Besides that, this weekendbag comes with a carabiner
with a label which you can attach your drink bottle or keychain
to.

Norländer Dull PU Toiletry

28662

28663

28664

28665

This Dull PU toiletry can’t be excluded from your trip abroad.
The bag is spacious in size which gives you plenty of storage
space for all your toiletry. Thanks to the handlebar on the side
the bag is easy to carry around.
Furthermore, the bag contains a zipper on the top and an
extra closable compartment on the inside.

Size:

50 x 27 x 30 cm

Size:

29 x 16 x 17 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Material:

Dull PU
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Norländer Dull PU Roll Backpack

28511

28620

28546

28655

This sturdy backpack is easily recognizable by the matt Dull PU
leather. Alongside with the original zipper on the top, there’s
also an extra closing option with a buckle. The firm carrying
handles provide an optimal carrying comfort.
Another asset is the handy front pocket with zipper closure.

Size:

50 x 42 x 22 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Coolerbag

28513

28622

28548

28657

This well isolated cooler bag is made of tough PU leather.
The main compartment can be closed with two zippers. The
shoulder strap is dismountable and adjustable.

Size:

36 x 27 x 26 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Sportsbag

28658

28659

28660

28661

This spacious weekendbag will make sure you can go
anywhere carelessly. The bag is made of Dull PU and is
designed for practical use. The big compartment provides
enough space to stow all your luggage, and the side gives you
an extra store compartment for your smaller items.
The weekendbag can be opened and closed easily thanks to
the zipper and is easy to carry around thanks to the shoulder
strap. Besides that, this weekendbag comes with a carabiner
with a label which you can attach your drink bottle or keychain
to.
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Size:

50 x 27 x 30 cm

Material:

Dull PU

28553

28623

28555

28656

This sturdy Organizer Backpack is fully equipped. The
bag itself is made of Dull PU leather and has a matte
look. The main compartment is very spacious and has
an extra divider.

TRAVEL BAGS

Norländer Dull PU Organizer Backpack

Besides, the bag has a laptop compartment and a front
pocket. All compartments are equipped with a zipper.
The 2 elastic compartments on the sides are ideal for
a drinking bottle. You can also carry the bag with the 2
carrying handles on the top.
Size:

41 x 30 x 25 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Bicycle Backpack

28650

28651

28652

28653

With this multifunctional bicycle/backpack you can truly go
anywhere! The bag is made of firm Dull PU leather and gives
you a cool look. Not only does this bag contain a spacious
compartment to store your laptop thanks to the laptop
divider, it also comes with an extra closeable front pocket.
A carabiner is attached to the side of the backpack, this gives
you the opportunity to secure a drink bottle or keychain to it.
The final feature this bag offers are 2 attachment hooks which
you can use to easily attach the bag to your luggage rack.
Size:

47 x 32 x 17 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Toiletry

28662

28663

28664

28665

This Dull PU toiletry can’t be excluded from your trip abroad.
The bag is spacious in size which gives you plenty of storage
space for all your toiletry. Thanks to the handlebar on the side
the bag is easy to carry around.
Furthermore, the bag contains a zipper on the top and an
extra closable compartment on the inside.

Size:

29 x 16 x 17 cm

Material:

Dull PU
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Norländer Dull PU Roll Backpack

28511

28620

28546

28655

This sturdy backpack is easily recognizable by the matt Dull PU
leather. Alongside with the original zipper on the top, there’s
also an extra closing option with a buckle. The firm carrying
handles provide an optimal carrying comfort.
Another asset is the handy front pocket with zipper closure.

Size:

50 x 42 x 22 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Coolerbag

28513

28622

28548

28657

This well isolated cooler bag is made of tough PU leather.
The main compartment can be closed with two zippers. The
shoulder strap is dismountable and adjustable.

Size:

36 x 27 x 26 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Sportsbag

28658

28659

28660

28661

This spacious weekendbag will make sure you can go
anywhere carelessly. The bag is made of Dull PU and is
designed for practical use. The big compartment provides
enough space to stow all your luggage, and the side gives you
an extra store compartment for your smaller items.
The weekendbag can be opened and closed easily thanks to
the zipper and is easy to carry around thanks to the shoulder
strap. Besides that, this weekendbag comes with a carabiner
with a label which you can attach your drink bottle or keychain
to.
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Size:

50 x 27 x 30 cm

Material:

Dull PU

28553

28623

28555

28656

This sturdy Organizer Backpack is fully equipped. The
bag itself is made of Dull PU leather and has a matte
look. The main compartment is very spacious and has
an extra divider.

TRAVEL BAGS

Norländer Dull PU Organizer Backpack

Besides, the bag has a laptop compartment and a front
pocket. All compartments are equipped with a zipper.
The 2 elastic compartments on the sides are ideal for
a drinking bottle. You can also carry the bag with the 2
carrying handles on the top.
Size:

41 x 30 x 25 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Bicycle Backpack

28650

28651

28652

28653

With this multifunctional bicycle/backpack you can truly go
anywhere! The bag is made of firm Dull PU leather and gives
you a cool look. Not only does this bag contain a spacious
compartment to store your laptop thanks to the laptop
divider, it also comes with an extra closeable front pocket.
A carabiner is attached to the side of the backpack, this gives
you the opportunity to secure a drink bottle or keychain to it.
The final feature this bag offers are 2 attachment hooks which
you can use to easily attach the bag to your luggage rack.
Size:

47 x 32 x 17 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Toiletry

28662

28663

28664

28665

This Dull PU toiletry can’t be excluded from your trip abroad.
The bag is spacious in size which gives you plenty of storage
space for all your toiletry. Thanks to the handlebar on the side
the bag is easy to carry around.
Furthermore, the bag contains a zipper on the top and an
extra closable compartment on the inside.

Size:

29 x 16 x 17 cm

Material:

Dull PU
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Norländer Dull PU Roll Backpack

28511

28620

28546

28655

This sturdy backpack is easily recognizable by the matt Dull PU
leather. Alongside with the original zipper on the top, there’s
also an extra closing option with a buckle. The firm carrying
handles provide an optimal carrying comfort.
Another asset is the handy front pocket with zipper closure.

Size:

50 x 42 x 22 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Coolerbag

28513

28622

28548

28657

This well isolated cooler bag is made of tough PU leather.
The main compartment can be closed with two zippers. The
shoulder strap is dismountable and adjustable.

Size:

36 x 27 x 26 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Sportsbag

28658

28659

28660

28661

This spacious weekendbag will make sure you can go
anywhere carelessly. The bag is made of Dull PU and is
designed for practical use. The big compartment provides
enough space to stow all your luggage, and the side gives you
an extra store compartment for your smaller items.
The weekendbag can be opened and closed easily thanks to
the zipper and is easy to carry around thanks to the shoulder
strap. Besides that, this weekendbag comes with a carabiner
with a label which you can attach your drink bottle or keychain
to.
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Size:

50 x 27 x 30 cm

Material:

Dull PU

28553

28623

28555

28656

This sturdy Organizer Backpack is fully equipped. The
bag itself is made of Dull PU leather and has a matte
look. The main compartment is very spacious and has
an extra divider.

TRAVEL BAGS

Norländer Dull PU Organizer Backpack

Besides, the bag has a laptop compartment and a front
pocket. All compartments are equipped with a zipper.
The 2 elastic compartments on the sides are ideal for
a drinking bottle. You can also carry the bag with the 2
carrying handles on the top.
Size:

41 x 30 x 25 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Bicycle Backpack

28650

28651

28652

28653

With this multifunctional bicycle/backpack you can truly go
anywhere! The bag is made of firm Dull PU leather and gives
you a cool look. Not only does this bag contain a spacious
compartment to store your laptop thanks to the laptop
divider, it also comes with an extra closeable front pocket.
A carabiner is attached to the side of the backpack, this gives
you the opportunity to secure a drink bottle or keychain to it.
The final feature this bag offers are 2 attachment hooks which
you can use to easily attach the bag to your luggage rack.
Size:

47 x 32 x 17 cm

Material:

Dull PU

Norländer Dull PU Toiletry

28662

28663

28664

28665

This Dull PU toiletry can’t be excluded from your trip abroad.
The bag is spacious in size which gives you plenty of storage
space for all your toiletry. Thanks to the handlebar on the side
the bag is easy to carry around.
Furthermore, the bag contains a zipper on the top and an
extra closable compartment on the inside.

Size:

29 x 16 x 17 cm

Material:

Dull PU
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Norländer Picknick Backpack

28594

28595

28596

28597

This picknick backpack is ideal for a nice picnic afternoon.
The front compartment includes a separate cooler bag. The
front side of the bag is completely water repellent and you
can close it thanks to a zipper and snap buckles. The main
compartment can be opened with a double zipper.
The bag comes with 2 plastic cups, 2 plates, cutlery for 2, 2
napkins, 1 corkscrew and a cutting board. The bag also has
a spacious compartment for a bottle of wine, for example. All
the cutlery is secured with elastic bands.
Size:
Material:
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41 x 31 x 18 cm
Coated fabric &
600D Polyester

TRAVEL BAGS

Norländer Outdoor Backpack

28700

28702

This spacious water repellent outdoor backpack can be used
for many purposes and is equipped with loads of useful
functions. It comes with plenty of storage room and the main
compartment also comes with a laptop divider. The top of the
bag is foldable and closeable thanks to a zipper.
Thereafter you can close the main compartment with the
2 present buckles. The frontside of the bag gives you the
opportunity to store any extra luggage thanks to the elastic
bands. The carabiner gives you the possibility to link any drink
bottles or keychains to.

Norländer Outdoor Dufflebag

28701

28703

This cool, sporty and water repellent weekendbag is equipped
with a spacious main compartment with a zipper. The 2 firm
carrying straps will give you ultimate comfort and can even be
fitted into 1 carrying band thanks to Velcro.
In addition, the shoulder strap is easy to adjust. The main
compartment also provides a smaller storage compartment
with zipper.

Size:

44 x 27 x 18 cm

Size:

50 x 23 x 24 cm

Material:

Water Repellent Polyester

Material:

Water Repellent Polyester
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Norländer Xcite Backpack

28560

28563

28566

28613

28561

28564

28567

28614

This luxury Xcite Backpack has a tough, but also chic look. The
bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both the
lifetime and the looks.

This generous and fashionable weekend bag has a spacious
main compartment with zipper. This bag is made of a very
high-quality PU which benefits both the lifetime and the looks.

The inside compartment is surprisingly spacious and has a
divider/laptop compartment. The foam-lined shoulder straps
ensure a pleasant wearing comfort. In addition, the bag has
two carrying handles on the top, and a front pocket with
zipper.

The two sturdy straps ensure ideal wearing comfort and can
also be combined into 1 strap. In addition, the shoulder strap
can easily be adjusted to the desired size.

Size:

45 x 30 x 15 cm

Size:

52 x 28 x 30 cm

Material:

PU Leather

Material:

PU Leather

Norländer Xcite Hip Bag

28562

28565

28568

28615

This hip bag is ideal for storing your important personal items.
The bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both
the lifetime and the looks.
The hip belt is adjustable so you can easily adjust it to your
own hip size. The bag has a total of two compartments with
zipper closure. This provides enough space for your phone,
wallet and other items.
Tip: can also be used as a shoulder bag.
Size:

27 x 14 x 11 cm

Material:

PU Leather

Norländer Xcite Cosmetic Bag

28617

28618

28619

28616

This beautiful cosmetic bag has a spacious compartment
with a divider. This allows you to store all your toiletries. The
bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both the
lifetime and the looks.
The bag can be closed with a sturdy zipper and is easy to carry
through the handle. Thanks to the use of PU, the cosmetic
bag has a chic look.
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Norländer Xcite Weekend Bag

Size:

28 x 15 x 8 cm

Material:

PU Leather

28560

28563

28566

28613

This luxury Xcite Backpack has a tough, but also chic look. The
bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both the
lifetime and the looks.
The inside compartment is surprisingly spacious and has a
divider/laptop compartment. The foam-lined shoulder straps
ensure a pleasant wearing comfort. In addition, the bag has
two carrying handles on the top, and a front pocket with
zipper.

Norländer Xcite Weekend Bag

28561

28564

28567

28614

This generous and fashionable weekend bag has a
spacious main compartment with zipper. This bag is
made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both the
lifetime and the looks.

TRAVEL BAGS

Norländer Xcite Backpack

The two sturdy straps ensure ideal wearing comfort
and can also be combined into 1 strap. In addition, the
shoulder strap can easily be adjusted to the desired
size.

Size:

45 x 30 x 15 cm

Size:

52 x 28 x 30 cm

Material:

PU Leather

Material:

PU Leather

Norlander Xcite Hip Bag

28562

28565

28568

28615

This hip bag is ideal for storing your important personal items.
The bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both
the lifetime and the looks.
The hip belt is adjustable so you can easily adjust it to your
own hip size. The bag has a total of two compartments with
zipper closure. This provides enough space for your phone,
wallet and other items.
Tip: can also be used as a shoulder bag.
Size:

27 x 14 x 11 cm

Material:

PU Leather

Norländer Xcite Cosmetic Bag

28617

28618

28619

28616

This beautiful cosmetic bag has a spacious compartment
with a divider. This allows you to store all your toiletries. The
bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both the
lifetime and the looks.
The bag can be closed with a sturdy zipper and is easy to carry
through the handle. Thanks to the use of PU, the cosmetic
bag has a chic look.

Size:

28 x 15 x 8 cm

Material:

PU Leather
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TRAVEL BAGS

Norländer Xcite Backpack

28560

28563

28566

28613

28561

28564

28567

28614

This luxury Xcite Backpack has a tough, but also chic look. The
bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both the
lifetime and the looks.

This generous and fashionable weekend bag has a spacious
main compartment with zipper. This bag is made of a very
high-quality PU which benefits both the lifetime and the looks.

The inside compartment is surprisingly spacious and has a
divider/laptop compartment. The foam-lined shoulder straps
ensure a pleasant wearing comfort. In addition, the bag has
two carrying handles on the top, and a front pocket with
zipper.

The two sturdy straps ensure ideal wearing comfort and can
also be combined into 1 strap. In addition, the shoulder strap
can easily be adjusted to the desired size.

Size:

45 x 30 x 15 cm

Size:

52 x 28 x 30 cm

Material:

PU Leather

Material:

PU Leather

Norländer Xcite Hip Bag

28562

28565

28568

28615

This hip bag is ideal for storing your important personal items.
The bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both
the lifetime and the looks.
The hip belt is adjustable so you can easily adjust it to your
own hip size. The bag has a total of two compartments with
zipper closure. This provides enough space for your phone,
wallet and other items.
Tip: can also be used as a shoulder bag.
Size:

27 x 14 x 11 cm

Material:

PU Leather

Norländer Xcite Cosmetic Bag

28617

28618

28619

28616

This beautiful cosmetic bag has a spacious compartment
with a divider. This allows you to store all your toiletries. The
bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both the
lifetime and the looks.
The bag can be closed with a sturdy zipper and is easy to carry
through the handle. Thanks to the use of PU, the cosmetic
bag has a chic look.
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Norländer Xcite Weekend Bag

Size:

28 x 15 x 8 cm

Material:

PU Leather

28560

28563

28566

28613

This luxury Xcite Backpack has a tough, but also chic look. The
bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both the
lifetime and the looks.
The inside compartment is surprisingly spacious and has a
divider/laptop compartment. The foam-lined shoulder straps
ensure a pleasant wearing comfort. In addition, the bag has
two carrying handles on the top, and a front pocket with
zipper.

Norländer Xcite Weekend Bag

28561

28564

28567

28614

This generous and fashionable weekend bag has a
spacious main compartment with zipper. This bag is
made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both the
lifetime and the looks.

TRAVEL BAGS

Norländer Xcite Backpack

The two sturdy straps ensure ideal wearing comfort
and can also be combined into 1 strap. In addition, the
shoulder strap can easily be adjusted to the desired
size.

Size:

45 x 30 x 15 cm

Size:

52 x 28 x 30 cm

Material:

PU Leather

Material:

PU Leather

Norlander Xcite Hip Bag

28562

28565

28568

28615

This hip bag is ideal for storing your important personal items.
The bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both
the lifetime and the looks.
The hip belt is adjustable so you can easily adjust it to your
own hip size. The bag has a total of two compartments with
zipper closure. This provides enough space for your phone,
wallet and other items.
Tip: can also be used as a shoulder bag.
Size:

27 x 14 x 11 cm

Material:

PU Leather

Norländer Xcite Cosmetic Bag

28617

28618

28619

28616

This beautiful cosmetic bag has a spacious compartment
with a divider. This allows you to store all your toiletries. The
bag is made of a very high-quality PU which benefits both the
lifetime and the looks.
The bag can be closed with a sturdy zipper and is easy to carry
through the handle. Thanks to the use of PU, the cosmetic
bag has a chic look.

Size:

28 x 15 x 8 cm

Material:

PU Leather
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Norländer Twill Sportsbag

28704

This classy Twill Sportsbag will make sure you can go out
carefree. The inside is neatly finished and provides an extra
compartment for small items. The bag is easily closeable
thanks to the zipper.
In addition to that, the bag comes with 2 carrying handles, and
a firm shoulder band which can be detached. The front pocket
is closeable thanks to Velcro.

Size:

53 x 25 x 27 cm

Material:

230 Twill Polyester

Norländer Twill Weekend/Backpack

28705

Solid weekendbag which can easily be transformed into a
backpack. The bottom half of the weekendbag will function
like the back of a backpack if worn like one. The shoulder
straps are neatly finished and implemented into the backside.
That way it is up to you how you want to wear it.
The inside is lined with a spacious main compartment, and a
smaller one which can be closed with a zipper. If you decide
to use this item as a weekendbag, it can be carried using the 2
handles on the top or the adjustable shoulder band.
Size:

57 x 31 x 28 cm

Material:

230 Twill Polyester

Norländer Twill Backpack

28706

This cool Twill Backpack is fully equipped in all aspects. The
inside is neatly lined out and provides a divider for your laptop.
Because it is a fairly high model, you won’t have to worry about
any lack of space. The backpack contains 3 compartments on
the front side which are all closeable via a zipper. The carrying
handle on the top and the firm shoulder strap are provided
with a foam coating which give you ultimate comfort.
The characteristic Dull PU elements give this backpack the
ultimate look!
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Size:

49 x 23 x 30 cm

Material:

230 Twill Polyester

TRAVEL BAGS

NRL69 Backpack

28752

28754

NRL69 Sportsbag

28753

28755

Comfortable backpack with plenty of space in the inner
compartment. The inside is equipped with a mesh pocket
where you can store small items such as keys.

With this sturdy NRL69 Sportsbag you can get out on the road
carefree. This model offers sufficient storage space for your
belongings and can be closed with a zipper.

The bag can be closed at the top with a zip and has sturdy
shoulder handles. On the front there is an extra storage
compartment which can also be closed with a zipper.

The bag has 2 handles, but also a shoulder strap which is
detachable. At the front there is a small front pocket with zip
for smaller items.

Size:

41 x 31 x 13 cm

Size:

50 x 25 x 25 cm

Material:

Melange Polyester

Material:

Melange Polyester
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TRAVEL BAGS
Norländer Paper Backpack

28666

28668

Norländer Paper Dufflebag

28667

28669

Thanks to the characteristic Washed Kraft material, this
backpack gets the hip look it deserves. This Paper Backpack
is made of recycled paper through all of Europe which makes
it ecologically responsible. In addition to that, the bag comes
with a laptop divider on the inside and adjustable shoulder
straps on the outside. Also, this model has an extra front
pocket which can be closed using a zipper.

This environmentally friendly dufflebag is made out of
qualitatively and 100% recycled paper from Europe. A
spacious bag which provides carrying handles and an
adjustable shoulder band. Also equipped with a front pocket
where smaller items can be stowed.

Size:

39 x 29 x 10 cm

Size:

46 x 24 x 25 cm

Material:

Washed Kraft

Material:

Washed Kraft
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Norländer Coordinates Backpack

28750

28751

This sturdy backpack is made of 600D polyester and is
therefore a solid bag. This model has a pleasant inner
compartment and can be closed with a zipper. The shoulder
handles are adjustable and padded. The front of the bag
contains an extra lockable front pocket.

Size:

42 x 31 x 16 cm

Material:

600D Polyester

Norländer RPET Backpack Audio & USB Hub

17752

Compact backpack made out of RPET (recycled polyester)
material with plug & play system for audio and charging. The
bag is equipped with a spacious main compartment with a
laptop divider. Furthermore, the bag contains a special socket
to store a mobile phone and/ or powerbank which can be
attached to the USB/ Audio Hub.
Not only does this bag provide 2 front pockets, it also gives
you an extra pocket on the side for your waterbottle. In short,
this is the perfect allround backpack!
Size:

41 x 30 x 11 cm

Material:

RPET Polyester
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Norländer Vintage Ribble Backpack

28642

28645

This attractive backpack is easily recognizable thanks to
the corduroy ribble pattern. The opening of the main
compartment can be closed with a zipper. Thereafter this bag
can be folded and closed with black coloured snap closures.
The front and back pocket can also be closed with a zipper.
The back pocket being exceptionally useful for keychains etc.

Size:

46 x 36 x 17 cm

Material:

Corduroy

Norländer Vintage Ribble Weekendbag

28643

28646

This cool and simultaneously sporty weekendbag is easily
recognizable thanks to the corduroy ribble pattern. The
main compartment is closeable thanks to a zipper and the
inside contains a smaller compartment to put away smaller
items. The top of the bag contains 2 carrying handles which
can be attached together with Velcro. The shoulder band is
detachable and adjustable.

Size:

52 x 27 x 31 cm

Material:

Corduroy

Norländer Vintage Ribble Coolerbag

28644

28647

This well isolated cooler bag is recognizable thanks to the
corduroy ribble pattern. The main compartment can be
closed with 2 zippers. In addition to that, the shoulder band
is adjustable. The top contains two handles which makes it
easy to carry the bag around by hand. Last but not least is a
closeable front pocket where you can put away keychains etc.
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Size:

29 x 31 x 23 cm

Material:

Corduroy

28642

28645

This attractive backpack is easily recognizable thanks to
the corduroy ribble pattern. The opening of the main
compartment can be closed with a zipper. Thereafter
this bag can be folded and closed with black coloured
snap closures. The front and back pocket can also
be closed with a zipper. The back pocket being
exceptionally useful for keychains etc.

Size:

46 x 36 x 17 cm

Material:

Corduroy

TRAVEL BAGS

Norländer Vintage Ribble Backpack

Norländer Vintage Ribble Weekendbag

28643

28646

This cool and simultaneously sporty weekendbag is easily
recognizable thanks to the corduroy ribble pattern. The
main compartment is closeable thanks to a zipper and the
inside contains a smaller compartment to put away smaller
items. The top of the bag contains 2 carrying handles which
can be attached together with Velcro. The shoulder band is
detachable and adjustable.

Size:

52 x 27 x 31 cm

Material:

Corduroy

Norländer Vintage Ribble Coolerbag

28644

28647

This well isolated cooler bag is recognizable thanks to the
corduroy ribble pattern. The main compartment can be
closed with 2 zippers. In addition to that, the shoulder band
is adjustable. The top contains two handles which makes it
easy to carry the bag around by hand. Last but not least is a
closeable front pocket where you can put away keychains etc.

Size:

29 x 31 x 23 cm

Material:

Corduroy
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TRAVEL BAGS

Norländer Urban Tourist RPET Backpack

28600

28602

28604

A durable and practical backpack made from 10 recycled
PET bottles! This nice, spacious backpack is a pleasant travel
partner for all types of travellers.
Due to the large dimensions, this is great for daily use for
sports or work. The main compartment and front pocket are
both provided with a zipper closure.

Size:

42 x 32 x 19 cm

Material:

600D RPET Polyester

Norländer Urban Tourist RPET Weekend Bag

28601

28603

28605

This Urban Tourist Weekendbag is neat, spacious and
sustainable! The bag is made of no less than 12 recycled PET
bottles! The bag is provided with a zipper closure.
In addition, there are several storage compartments on the
side. The two handles can be combined into one sturdy
handle. The adjustable shoulder strap with print is one of the
reasons that makes this bag a top item!
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Size:

56 x 32 x 32 cm

Material:

600D RPET Polyester

28570

28573

This spacious weekend bag is made of TwoTone RPET
material. This bag contributes to a better environment
because 12 PET bottles were recycled to produce this
bag.

TRAVEL BAGS

Norländer RPET TwoTone Weekend Bag

The cork elements complete this ECO-friendly bag.
The bag offers sufficient storage space and also has an
extra side pocket with zipper closure.

Size:

52 x 32 x 28 cm

Material:

Two-Tone RPET

Norländer RPET TwoTone Backpack

28571

28574

This compact backpack is made of RPET material and looks
unique. 10 PET bottles have been recycled to produce this
bag. The cork elements complete this ECO bag.
The bag has 2 compartments with zipper closure, a soft back
surface and comfortable shoulder straps. The vertical zipper
at the front pocket makes the bag slightly different from other
bags.

Size:

30 x 44 x 25 cm

Material:

Two-Tone RPET

Norländer RPET TwoTone Shopper

28572

28575

This shopper is made of TwoTone RPET material and is
therefore an eco-friendly bag. 8 PET bottles were recycled to
produce this bag. The shoulder handles are easy to adjust and
in addition, this bag also has two handles on the top.
There’s an extra storage bag with zipper closure inside. The
use of cork elements such as the zipper completes this bags
eco-friendly look.

Size:

33 x 46 x 12 cm

Material:

Two-Tone RPET
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Norländer Cooler Backpack

28625

28626

Thanks to the spacious cooler compartment, it doesn’t matter
where you are, your beverages will always stay cold! The top
of the bag can easily be closed thanks to a belt buckle. In
addition, the bag offers a closeable compartment on the back
where smaller items can be put away.
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Size:

48 x 30 x 18 cm

Material:

TwoTone Polyester & PEVA cool lining

TRAVEL BAGS

Norländer Network Cooler Backpack

28606

28607

Norländer Network Backpack

28610

28611

Whatever the reason, this sturdy backpack will keep all
your food and drinks cool thanks to its spacious cooling
compartment!

Spacious business backpack with zipper closure. This bag is a
pleasant travel partner because of the pockets on both sides
where you can store a bottle of water for example.

The cooling compartment can be opened via the backside so
it can’t be unintentionally opened. In addition, the bag has a
spacious front pocket and main compartment.

A laptop compartment is provided in the main compartment.
With the adjustable and padded shoulder straps, this bag is
very comfortable to wear.

Size:

30 x 62 x 13 cm

Size:

42 x 30 x 12 cm

Material:

Two Tone Polyester

Material:

Two Tone Polyester
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Norländer Beach & Cool Bag

28533

28534

28557

This spacious beach- and cool bag with a content of
approximately 23 liters is a great travel partner for a daytrip.
The lower compartment is a cooling bag lined with cooling
foil that will keep all your drinks cool. The upper (main)
compartment lends itself for all your other belongings for a
nice day out.
*Tip: Combine this item with a picnic blanket for a complete
set.
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SENZA To Sit To Cooler Bag

28526

28527

28528

This extra high and strong cooler bag is reinforced on the
sides and therefore suitable to sit. On the inside, the bag is
fully lined with cooling foil.
This cooler bag is fully foldable, easy to store, transport flat or
to use as stool to sit on. It’s also equipped with an adjustable
carrying strap.

Size:

40 x 37 x 16 cm

Size:

28 x 28 x 36 cm

Material:

Polyester & Mesh

Material:

Two-Tone Polyester

LAST CHANCE

28510
Norländer Dull PU Cosmeticbag Black

28541
Norländer Dull PU Cosmeticbag Green

28554
Norländer Dull PU Organizer Backpack Green

28544
Norländer Dull PU Coolerbag Green

28545
Norländer Dull PU Cosmeticbag Blue

28547
Norländer Dull PU Weekendbag Blue

28549
Norländer Dull PU Cosmeticbag Grey

28550
Norländer Dull PU Roll Backpack Grey

28556
Norländer Dull PU Organizer Backpack Grey

28551
Norländer Dull PU Weekendbag Grey

28552
Norländer Dull PU Coolerbag Grey
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LAST CHANCE
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28624
Norländer Dull PU Cosmeticbag Taupe

28621
Norländer Dull PU Weekendbag Taupe

28608
Norländer Network LED Backpack Blue

28609
Norländer Network LED Backpack Grey

28590
DUNGA Tarpaulin Backpack

28591
DUNGA Tarpaulin Bicycle Coolerbag

28593
DUNGA 600D Reversed Bicycle Coolerbag LED

28500
Vintage Canvas Backpack Black

28504
Vintage Canvas Cosmeticbag Black

28515
Norländer Everyday Backpack Grey

28516
Norländer Everyday Backpack Black

28532
Norländer Urban Tourist Backpack Black LED

LAST CHANCE

28632
Vintage Ribble Cosmeticbag Icegrey

28635
Vintage Ribble Cosmeticbag Green

28636
Vintage Ribble Backpack Blue

28638
Vintage Ribble Cosmeticbag Blue

28639
Vintage Ribble Backpack Black

28641
Vintage Ribble Cosmeticbag Black

28538
Norländer Arizona Backpack Dark Blue

28539
Norländer Arizona Backpack Grey

28540
Norländer Arizona Backpack Black

28637
Vintage Ribble Weekendbag Blue
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LAST CHANCE
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1005
Dunga Duffelbag XL White / Black

1022
Dunga Backpack Grey

1032
Dunga Backpack Red

1035
Dunga Duffelbag XL Red

1045
Dunga Duffelbag XL Blue

4160
NRL Shoulderbag Grey

4161
NRL Backpack Grey

4162
NRL Dufflebag Grey

4180
Norländer Nubuck Bag Grey

4182
Norländer Nubuck Bag Blue

6728
PU Classic Retrobag Red

6815
Sportiv Sportsbag Red

LAST CHANCE

6745
Jute Eco Shopper

6746
Jute Eco Shopper “Olmenhorst”

6834
Basic 69 Backpack Red

6993
Washed Kraft Lunchbag Brown

8159
Vintage Beachbag Deluxe Grey & White

8120
Dunga Suburbia Backpack Black

8143
Dunga Travelbag White

8148
Dunga Travelbag White - NO LOGO

8237
Vintage Canvas Cosmeticbag Deluxe with Hook - Kaki

8311
Felt Shopper Braided Anthracite

8026
Retro Cosmetic Bag El Clasico Brown
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LAST CHANCE
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8331
Multifunctional Storage Bag

8404
Norländer “I Am Free” Backpack Blue

8405
Norländer “I Am Free” Backpack Grey

8416
Twin Tone Cosmeticbag Cognac

8417
Twin Tone Bicycle Coolerbag Cognac

8420
NRL69 Impression WKND Bag

8423
Norländer Retrobag Celebration Blue

8424
Norländer Retrobag Celebration Green

8422
Norländer Retrobag Celebration Black

8412
Twin Tone Backpack

8425
Norländer Retrobag Celebration Navy Blue

LAST CHANCE

28509
Vintage Twin Tone Cosmeticbag Grey

28514
Norländer Dull PU Premium Organizer

28517
Norländer Outdoor Coolerbag Checkered Grey
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OUTDOOR
SUMMER ,

52

GARDEN

AND

COOLERS

24542

Norländer BBQ Grill Plate

24360

Barbecuing, but with a twist! This skewered BBQ makes
it possible. Make the most delicious combinations with
vegetables, meat or fish on the skewer.
This way, you can enjoy the lovely summer evenings even
more! This item comes with a serving board for serving and
eight skewers measuring up to 20 cm in length.

Let the summer begin! With this barbecue you can
grill the tastiest dishes in no time. The barbecue
is completely foldable, so you can easily take it
everywhere.
* Combine this item with our BBQ Tool (24257)

Size:

36 x 13,5 x 11,5 cm

Size:

55 x 22 x 26,5 cm

Material:

Metal & Paulownia Wood

Material:

Metal & Stainless Steel

SENZA Grill & Serve Recipe Jar

24550

OUTDOOR

SENZA Grill BBQ with serving plate

SENZA Grill & Serve Rub & Spices Jar

24551

Get the best and most delicious inspiration for barbecue
dishes from this Grill & Serve Recipe Jar. This jar contains
a total of 50 cards with not only delicious recipes for the
barbecue, but also tasty dishes to go with it. Surprise everyone
with these tasty ideas and let your creativity run wild.
* Excellent to combine with article 24551 - SENZA Grill & Serve
Rub & Spices Jar

This elegant pot is perfect for storing delicious herb mixes for
your grill dishes. The pot has a matt black look and a cork
lid. There is space on the card to write down the contents of
the jar.
* Excellent to combine with article 24550 – SENZA Grill &
Serve Recipe Jar

Size:

10 x 10 x 15 cm

Size:

7,5 x 7,5 x 10 cm

Material:

Glass & Cork

Material:

Glass & Cork

SENZA Steak Thermometer

24536

SENZA Wooden BBQ Skewers

24543

Prepare the most delicious pieces of meat using this practical
Steak Thermometer. It is suitable for every piece of meat, fish
or poultry. The thermometer indicates the right temperature
for each type of meat. The thermometer can also be used for
dishes in the oven or pan.

Prepare the most delicious skewers with these wooden
skewers. The skewers are packed per 12 pieces in a kraft box.
A flavour is engraved on each stick. This can be one of the
following flavours per stick: salty, spicy, sweet or smokey. This
way you can vary with different flavours.

Size:

5,5 x 12 cm

Size:

15 cm

Material:

Stainless Steel

Material:

Bamboo
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SENZA BBQ Skewerless Skewer

24539

With this Skewerless Skewer, you can quickly and easily make
the most delicious barbecue skewer.
The skewer can be filled not only with meat, but also with fresh
vegetables. Everything stays together because it is roasted
all round. The long handle allows you to turn the skewer.
Because the skewer is easy to open, you no longer need to
take the grilled food off it.

Size:

49,5 x 4 x 3,5 cm

Material:

Wood & Metal

SENZA Marshmellow Skewerless Skewer

24553

Thanks to this skewer, you can quickly and easily make the
most delicious marshmallows on the barbecue or in the fire
pit. It is a fun way to warm up the marshmallows and because
of the long handle, you can easily rotate this product.

Size:

49,5 x 4 x 3,5 cm

Material:

Wood & Metal

SENZA BBQ Smoker box

24538
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Norländer Iron Fire Bowl

9823

This barbecue smoke box gives your meat or fish a delicious
smoky flavour. The smoke box can be filled with various types
of wood chips and then placed on the grid or between the
coals. This takes the barbecue experience to the next level.

Nothing is more cozy than sitting around the fire. This Iron Fire
Bowl is easy to use and is ideal in the garden. You can create
a nice warmth and a good atmosphere with this iron fire bowl.

Size:

16 x 11 x 5 cm

Size:

Ø 48 x 23,5 cm

Material:

Stainless Steel

Material:

Metal

24537

SENZA BBQ Tong

24547

Thanks to these kitchen tongs, you can flip your meat in the
pan or on the barbecue in no time at all. The tongs can be
squeezed smoothly and are comfortable to hold. In addition,
the tongs have a handy locking system and you can easily
hang up this kitchen tool.

A real man isn’t happy unless he can turn delicious
pieces of meat on the grill with these fine barbecue
tongs.

Size:

23 x 4,5 x 4 cm

Size:

39,5 x 5,3 x 4,3 cm

Material:

Wood & Metal

Material:

Metal

OUTDOOR

SENZA BBQ Locking Tong 23 cm Black

These long barbecue tongs should not be missed
during a cosy barbecue. The tongs have a clever locking
system and can be easily hung up with the eyelet.

SENZA BBQ Spatula

24548

Become a real grill master with this barbecue spatula and flip
a burger with ease. The spatula has a wide surface, allowing
you to flip the meat in one go.
In addition, the spatula is extra long, which prevents your
hands from getting too close to the fire. The eyelet on the
blade makes it easy to hang up the BBQ tool.

Size:

44,5 x 10,4 x 4 cm

Material:

Metal

SENZA BBQ Brush

24549

This BBQ Brush is essential in the kitchen and on the
barbecue. You can use the brush to grease the barbecue, the
meat and other food.
The brush has a long format which means you don’t have to
get your hands too close to the fire. The silicone brush can
easily be removed from the metal handle for cleaning.

Size:

39,5 x 5,3 x 3,8 cm

Material:

Metal & Silicones
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SENZA BBQ Apron Grey PU Full

24544

This luxury apron is made from fire-resistant premium PU
leather and is ideal to use in the kitchen or during a barbecue.
The apron has an adjustable strap around the neck for
optimal comfort. Two straps allow you to tie the apron around
your back, making it suitable for every posture. The two
pockets on the front offer enough space to store cooking /
barbecue utensils. The loop on the front can be used to hang
up a cloth or tool.
* Excellent to combine with article 24546 – SENZA BBQ Glove
Grey PU
Size:

62 x 83 cm

Material:

PU Leather

SENZA BBQ Apron Grey PU Half

24545

This luxury apron is made from fire-resistant premium PU
leather and is ideal to use in the kitchen or while barbecuing.
The two straps allow you to tie the apron around the waist,
making it suitable for every posture. The two pockets on the
front offer enough space to store cooking / barbecue utensils.
A cloth or tool can be hung up on the loops on the front.
* Excellent to combine with article 24546 – SENZA BBQ Glove
Grey PU

Size:

63 x 56,6 cm

Material:

PU Leather

SENZA BBQ Glove Grey PU

24546

This heat-resistant and luxurious BBQ glove is made of a fireresistant premium PU leather. One size fits all. Nice item which
certainly can’t be missed in the kitchen or at the barbecue.
* Excellent to combine with article 24544 – SENZA BBQ Apron
Grey PU Full or article 24545 – SENZA BBQ Apron Grey PU
Half
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Size:

29,5 x 19,5 x 1,5 cm

Material:

PU Leather

OUTDOOR

SENZA Transparant Birdhouse

24287

This cheerful bird house can be easily hung outside by means
of the 3 suction cups. The whole thing can therefore be
stuck to smooth surfaces such as a window. The house also
contains a feeding bowl. Thanks to the fact that the bird house
is transparent, you can easily see the birds eating from your
living room.

Size:

15,5 x 15,1 x 7,3 cm

Material:

Acrylic

SENZA Hyacinth Birdhouse

24289

This decorative bird house is made of dried hyacinth and
looks very pretty in the garden. The birds will quickly feel at
home in this little bird house. The house can be hung up using
the string provided.

Size:

24 x 11,5 x 11,5 cm

Material:

Hyacinth & Rope
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OUTDOOR

Norländer Outdoor Mini Camping Lamp

28581

With this Outdoor Mini Camping Lamp, the darkness doesn’t
stand a chance. Ideal to use during camping or other outdoor
activities. By pulling out the upper part of the lantern, you
activate the lamp and create a very bright white LED light. The
lamp works on 3 x AAA batteries which are not included.

NRL69 Picknick Blanket

28583

28584

This spacious picnic blanket is the solution for fun picnic trips.
The bottom of this rug is equipped with water-resistant PVC
material. Easy to fold and secure with Velcro.

Size:

38 x 22 x 8 cm / 150 x 130 cm

Material:

Fleece & PVC

Norländer Multifunctional Tool

28674

With this Norländer Multifunctional Tool you can really
do anything. It contains a can opener, a knife, a flathead
screwdriver, a ruler, a bottle opener, a 4-position spanner, a
wing spanner, a saw, a compass, a 2-position spanner and a
keyring hole.
In addition, it is very handy that the item is incredibly flat, so
you can also store the tool in your wallet. The tool comes in
a nice tin can.
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Size:

4,5 x 6,8 cm

Material:

Stainless Steel

Size:

Ø 6,5 x 14 cm

Material:

Plastic & LED

OUTDOOR

SENZA Water Bottle Handwarmer

13007

13008

13009

Never have cold hands again with this reusable hand warmer
from SENZA. The hand warmer has a nice pattern and is easy
to bring along thanks to its small size. Bend the metal disc
until it clicks to activate the gel.
The hand warmer heats up immediately and stays warm for
up to 30 minutes. By boiling the item for about 5-10 minutes,
it will regain its original shape and can be reused.

Size:

12 x 7 x 1 cm

Material:

PVC & Sodium Acetate
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OUTDOOR

Coolelement Deepcool Gel

T400

T915

8468

9524

Cooling element for every cooler bag or coolbox. This cooling
element is the perfect size for our 24 liter coolboxes.

Ideal for a picnic or a day at the beach! Because of the large
size you have the possibility to take a lot with you.

Filled with a special gel to guarantee a long lasting cooling
effect.

On the inside you’ll find a rails that fits 2 cooling elements
(T400). Suited for 1.5 liter bottles.

Size:

18,5 x 8,5 x 3 cm

Size:

40 x 24 x 38 cm

Material:

Polythylene HD & Glycerine

Material:

Polypropylene

Coolbox Deluxe 10ltr

8070

9510

Coolbox Deluxe 24ltr

T915

8468

9524

This coolbox has the perfect size to use as lunchbox or to
carry bottles for a day on the beach.

Ideal for a picnic or a day at the beach! Because of the large
size you have the possibility to take a lot with you.

There is enough room for 6 bottles of 0.5 liter.

On the inside you’ll find a rails that fits 2 cooling elements
(T400). Suited for 1.5 liter bottles.

Size:

30 x 19 x 28 cm

Size:

40 x 24 x 38 cm

Material:

Polypropylene

Material:

Polypropylene

Coolbox Deluxe 10ltr

8070
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Coolbox Deluxe 24ltr

9510

Coolbox Deluxe 24ltr

T915

8468

9524

This coolbox has the perfect size to use as lunchbox or to
carry bottles for a day on the beach.

Ideal for a picnic or a day at the beach! Because of the large
size you have the possibility to take a lot with you.

There is enough room for 6 bottles of 0.5 liter.

On the inside you’ll find a rails that fits 2 cooling elements
(T400). Suited for 1.5 liter bottles.

Size:

30 x 19 x 28 cm

Size:

40 x 24 x 38 cm

Material:

Polypropylene

Material:

Polypropylene

OUTDOOR

SENZA Retro Cooler Box

24220

24249

This luxurious coolbox of very high quality has a beautiful cool
retro look. The sturdy iron outer sheet metal and the PP inner
box ensure optimum cooling.
This cooler has an authentic 50’s look and is inspired by the
old American Diner’s. The cooler is equipped with a handy
bottle opener on the side. The content of the cool box is 13
liters.

Size:

32 x 36 x 24 cm

Material:

Metal & PP
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OUTDOOR

Norländer Set of 2 reflective bracelets and
trouser clips
28673

24299

With this reflection set you will be noticed quickly and you can
safely reach your destination in the dark. The set consists two
bracelets and two anklets. Ideal for walking, running or cycling.

With this reflection set you will be noticed quickly and you can
safely reach your destination in the dark. The set consists two
bracelets and two anklets. Ideal for walking, running or cycling.

Size:

12,5 x 10,5 x 3,5 cm

Size:

12,5 x 10,5 x 3,5 cm

Material:

Reflection Material

Material:

Reflection Material

Norländer Bicycle Phone Holder

28586

Navigate safely on your bike to your destination with this
Universal Phone Holder for your bike. The holder is made
of silicone and suitable for all common phones. Very easy to
attach to the handlebar.

Size:

13 x 7 x 5 cm

Material:

Silicone

Norländer Bicycle LED Lights

28587

This flashing bicycle light ensures that you will always be
visible on the road. The set contains 2 different LED lights for
the front and the back. The lights have different settings. For
example, you can make them blink, which makes you stand
out even more. They are easy to clip onto the bike handlebars.
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SENZA Set of 2 reflective bracelets and
trouser clips

Size:

4 x 3 x 3 cm

Material:

LED

LAST CHANCE

9817
BBQ Grill Sponge

28523
Norländer By Origin Canvas Apron

28524
Norländer Canvas Apron Brown

24405
SENZA Mini LED Bulb Black

24495
SENZA Universal Car-Phone Holder

24406
SENZA Mini LED Bulb Green
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SPORT
h e a l t h
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a n d

v i t a l i t y

28588

Norländer Fitness Set in Mesh Bag

SPORT

Norländer Fitness Tracker

28670

This handy Fitness Tracker is a must-have while exercising
or walking. You can not only read off the time, but also the
number of steps you have been taking. You can also easily see
how many calories you have burned. The device is powered by
a button cell battery that is included.

4-piece exercise set to train (almost) every muscle
group. The resistance cable is one of the most versatile
parts of the set. The possibilities are almost endless!
Use resistance objects, arms and legs to train different
muscle groups.
The skipping rope is an excellent calorie burner and
stamina improver. The pinch dumbbells strengthen
your forearm and hands. Two parts of the body that
are used intensively. Are you ready to get this workout
going?

Size:

25 x 2,5 x 1,5 cm

Size:

21 x 15 x 6 cm

Material:

Plastic

Material:

Plastic & Foam

Norländer Fitness Mat

28671

This Norländer Fitness Mat is suitable for all kinds of different
fitness exercises. The mat is comfortable and therefore ideal
for all kinds of workouts. The mat is also lightweight, which
makes it easy to carry under your arm. The mat has an antislip layer so that it does not shift during your workout.

Size:

Ø 11 x 58 cm / 172 x 58 cm

Material:

Polyethylene

Norländer Fitness Band

28672

You will be back in shape in no time after the holidays thanks to
this fitness band! The elastic band is perfect for putting extra
weight on the upper and lower body during your workout.
On the inside of the packaging you will find 3 effective fitness
exercises that will help you reach your goal even faster.

Size:

100 cm

Material:

Rubber
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SPORT
SENZA Fitpot (NL)

12984

12989

SENZA Samen Fit Kaartspel (NL)

12988

12990

Do you also find it important to stay fit at home? The fitpot
consists of a functional preserving jar filled with 50 cards
with 100 sporty assignments to remain FIT. Provide a varied
workout every day by drawing some cards and performing the
exercises described. *Only available in Dutch.

Do you also find it important to stay fit at home? This card game
consists of a set of 50 cards with 100 sporting assignments to
stay FIT. Provides a varied workout every day by drawing some
cards and performing the exercises described. *Only available
in Dutch.

The cards are distributed as follows:

The cards are distributed as follows:

40 basic cards with 80 exercises
5 Challenge cards with 10 challenges
5 Combi cards with 10 combinations

40 basic cards with 80 exercises
5 Challenge cards with 10 challenges
5 Combi cards with 10 combinations
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Size:

Ø 10 x 14 cm

Size:

10,5 x 6 x 1,2 cm

Material:

Glass

Material:

Paper

LAST CHANCE

24190
SENZA Ice Cooling Pack Black
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KITCHEN, COOKING
& TABLEWARE

from

68

the

kitchen

to

the

dining

table

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Terracotta Tea Mug

24678

24679

24680

24681

24682

24683

Tea Time! Enjoy a cup of hot tea with the SENZA terracotta tea
mug. The mugs are made of terracotta and therefore have a
natural look. The mug is provided with a partial glaze, which
creates a casual effect. Of course, the mug is also suitable for
other hot drinks such as a delicious cappuccino or chocolate
milk.

Size:

11,5 x 8 x 10 cm

Material:

Terracotta
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Terracotta Tapas Medium /2

24684

24685

24686

Serve the most delicious tapas dishes in this terracotta tapas
set! The bowls have a diameter of 16 cm and are glazed on the
inside. The set consists of two bowls and comes in a beautiful
kraft box.

Size:

31,5 x 16 x 4,8 cm / Ø 15,5 x 4 cm

Material:

Terracotta

SENZA Terracotta Tapas Large

24687

24688

24689

With this spacious terracotta tapas dish, you can really do
practically anything. The dish has a diameter of no less than
23 cm and is therefore extremely suitable for serving larger
portions. The inside of the dish is nicely finished with a layer of
glaze. The dish comes in a beautiful kraft box.

SENZA Terracotta Tapas /3

24470

24471

When you see these terracotta dishes you immediately think
of delicious tapas. They’re ideal to serve the tastiest snacks
and should certainly not be missing on pleasant evenings.
The set consists of three pieces and a tapas bowl has a
diameter of 11.5 cm.
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Size:

37,5 x 13 x 4,5 cm / Ø 11,5 x 3,5 cm

Material:

Terracotta

Size:

Ø 23 x 4 cm

Material:

Terracotta

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Espresso Set Terracotta /2

24676

24677

You really wake up after an espresso from this terracotta set!
The set consists of two sets with cup and saucer. The cups
have glazed elements, which makes it a cheerful set. The
espresso set comes in a beautiful kraft box.

Size:

30 x 11,5 x 6,8 cm / Ø 10,5 x 6,7 cm

Material:

Terracotta
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Ceramic Mug

24664

24665

24666

24667

Beautiful mug for both cold and hot drinks. The mug is made
of ceramic and is topped off with a hard, coloured glaze. The
mug is recognisable by its unique design. A subtle (colour)
variation can be seen per item.
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Size:

7,9 x 7,9 x 7,8 cm

Material:

Ceramic

24668

24669

24670

24671

24672

Recharge your batteries with the SENZA Ceramic Mug! The
mug is made of ceramic and has a solid glaze. The mugs have
a large ear and features a nice print with fun text.

Size:

8 x 5,5 x 10 cm

Material:

Ceramic

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Ceramic Mug 314ML
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE
SENZA Cooling Stones

24504

SENZA Tumbler Glasses /2

24514

On the rocks! The six cube-shaped SENZA Cooling Stones give
your drink a luxurious look and ensure that it stays nice and
cold, without losing its taste! Place the stones in the freezer
for at least four hours before use. The product comes with a
velvet storage bag.

Set of two luxury drinking glasses. The glasses are suitable for
strong drinks such as whisky, but can also be used perfectly
for water, coffee, chocolate milk or a cocktail!

Size:

10 x 6 x 2,5 cm / 2 x 2 x 2 cm

Size:

20 x 10 x 11 cm / Ø 8,5 x 9 cm

Material:

Stone

Material:

Glass
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*Tip: Nice in combination with article 24504 -SENZA Cooling
Stones

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Longdrink Glasses /2

24515

SENZA Set of Two Champagne Glasses /2

24359

Set of two elegant long drink glasses. The glasses have a shiny
gold edge and are suitable for serving various drinks. How
about a summer cocktail or a hot chocolate? The SENZA long
drink glasses make every drink look festive!

These remarkable champagne glasses should certainly not be
missing on a festive occasion. The glasses are characterized
by the decorative dot pattern.

Size:

18 x 8,5 x 16 cm / Ø 7 x 15 cm

Size:

16 x 17 x 7 cm / Ø 5 x 15 cm

Material:

Glass

Material:

Glass
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Beercap Collector

24593

Collect the bottle caps of the most delicious beers you have
drunk in the Beercap Collector! The beer caps can be placed
in the round openings.

Size:

48 x 16,5 x 1 cm

Material:

Wood

SENZA Wooden Bottle Opener

24350

This bottle opener has got an original shape of a bottle. The
opener has a firm grip so you don’t have to put power while
opening a bottle.

Size:

25 x 5,5 x 5,5 cm

Material:

Wood & Metal

SENZA Taster Plate with 4 Glasses

24255
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SENZA ‘Keur Mijn Bier’ Coasters (NL)

13006

With this luxe original taster plate you can serve four drinks,
for example four different types of special beer! The included
glasses fit exactly in the round notches, what makes the
glasses very stable. The handle provides a firm grip and the
wooden plate is 51 cm long.

Get more fun out of drinking a beer with these fun “Keur Mijn
Bier Viltjes”. These beer coasters are packed per 20 pieces by
means of a string and are printed on both sides. Each side of
the felt has a fun drinking game and on the other side you can
evaluate the beer. *Only available in Dutch.

Size:

51 x 12 x 12 cm

Size:

9,3 x 9,3 cm

Material:

Glass & Wood

Material:

Carton

24662

The Sticks and Bites Tray looks very elegant on the
table when you have guests over. Perfect for serving
snacks during a summer barbecue or while gourmet
dining. The tray has 50 holes and comes with 50
wooden cocktail sticks. The board can also be used to
display dried flowers.

SENZA Wine and Beer Tasting Cards

13005

Size:

29,6 x 12 x 2 cm

Material:

Bamboo

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Bamboo Sticks & Bites

SENZA Serving Basket

24520

24521

Get even more fun out of drinking beer and/or wine with
these fun Tasting Cards. Test and evaluate the taste, colour
and, of course, the smell. The set consists of 30 cards and
are printed double-sided. Therefore, there are 30 beer tasting
cards, 28 wine tasting cards and 2 aroma circles in the set.
Taste, enjoy and assess your beer or wine.

Present delicious side dishes in an original way with this
trendy serving basket. Perfect for serving chips, vegetables
and other delicacies. The basket is fitted with a handle.

Size:

9,8 x 21 cm

Size:

16,5 x 9 x 14 cm

Material:

Carton

Material:

Metal
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE
SENZA Lemon Ice Cubes Tray

24505

24506

Let the summer season begin with these ice cream sticks in
the shape of lemon slices! Fill the mould with water and place
the sticks in it. Once done, place them in the freezer for at
least 8 hours.

SENZA Reindeer Cork

24508

24509

Reusable wine cork with decorative reindeer design. Fits all
regular wine bottles. A treat to put on the table for Christmas!

You can also fill the moulds with water and small lime or
lemon slices to cool your favourite drinks in a stylish way. This
way, it doesn’t only cool down but it also gives an extra taste
to your drink.
Size:

11,5 x 18,5 x 1,8 cm

Size:

11 x 5,8 x 5 cm

Material:

Silicone

Material:

Cork & Polyresin
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Saladshaker

24673

24674

Use this salad shaker for a healthy trip! Leave your lunch box
at home and enjoy a delicious fresh salad. The compartment
in the middle of the salad shaker ensures that the croutons
stay crunchy all day long. There is also a fork attached to the
side of the cup. Add the dressing, shake it and your salad is
ready. That will be a delicious salad!

Size:

11 x 11 x 19,5 cm

Material:

Polypropylene

SENZA Lunchbox with Coolingpack

24455

This lunch box is equipped with a cooling element, a knife and
a fork. Thanks to the cooling element, the lunch box can stay
out of the fridge for a longer period of time. With the supplied
cutlery it is possible to use it as a salad box.

Size:

18 x 18 x 8,5 cm

Material:

Plastic
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE
SENZA Decanter

24364

24365

24366

24367

This bottle-shaped decanter is ideal for every dinner. The
decanter is equipped with a bracket with cap. The design gives
this decanter a classic but tough look.
The decanter can be filled with, for example, fresh or sparkling
water to pour in the glasses.

Size:

Ø 8 x 30 cm

Material:

Glass
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24368

SENZA Glass Storage Jar Black Large

24369

This glass storage jar is ideal to store all kinds of products. The
beautiful design makes it a real eye-catcher that should not
be missing in the kitchen. It is not only practical, but also very
nice as decoration on the counter filled with cookies or, for
example uncooked pasta.

This glass storage jar is ideal to store all kinds of
products. The beautiful design makes it a real eyecatcher that should not be missing in the kitchen. It
is not only practical, but also very nice as decoration
on the counter filled with cookies or, for example
uncooked pasta.

Size:

Ø 12,5 x 19 cm

Size:

Ø 13,5 x 24 cm

Material:

Glass

Material:

Glass

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Glass Storage Jar Black Small

SENZA Acacia Peppermill

24228

This beautiful pepper mill is a showpiece on every table. Of
course this mill can be used for both sea salt and pepper. The
inside is very firm and provides an excellent grind. The pepper
mill is made of acacia wood and it has a warm appearance by
the dark wooden color.

Size:

27 x 5,5 x 5,5 cm

Material:

Acacia Wood

SENZA Rubberwood Peppermill

24229

This beautiful pepper mill is a showpiece on every table. Of
course this mill can be used for both sea salt and pepper. The
inside is very firm and provides an excellent grind. The pepper
mill is made of rubberwood and it has a matt black color with
white dots.

Size:

27 x 5,5 x 5,5 cm

Material:

Rubberwood
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Wired Fruitbowl

24422

24423

24448

This remarkable fruit bowl has a beautiful design and is very
practical. This hip fruit bowl is a real eye catcher for every
kitchen or dining table!
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Size:

Ø 29 x 15 cm

Material:

Metal

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Bamboo Salad Bowl + Couvert

24468

24469

Very generous salad bowl made from eco-friendly bamboo.
Present the most delicious salads with this bowl produced
in Vietnam. The bowl can also be used for other purposes,
for example as a fruit bowl. Delivered in an ECO-friendly kraft
show box.

Size:

Ø 29 x 14 cm

Material:

Bamboo
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Serving Board Black Handle Small

24510

This stylish serving board is ideal for serving the most delicious
snacks. Thanks to the black handle, the board is easy to lift.
The board can be hung up easily with the cord. The board is
made of Paulownia wood, which creates a warm look.

Size:

22 x 40 x 1,8 cm

Material:

Paulownia Wood

SENZA Serving Board Black Handle Large

24511

This stylish serving board is ideal for serving the most delicious
snacks. Thanks to the black handle, the board is easy to lift.
The board can be hung up easily with the cord. The board is
made of Paulownia wood, which creates a warm look.
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Size:

17 x 58 x 1,8 cm

Material:

Paulownia Wood

24512

With these cheerful serving platters, your presentation
of food will be unforgettable. The wooden boards are
food proof and shaped like typical Dutch houses. Ideal
for small snacks or serving tapas! The boards are made
of Paulownia wood, which creates a warm look.

Size:

17 x 10 x 1,8 cm

Material:

Paulownia Wood

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA House serving boards /3

SENZA Serving board on wood feet

24513

These wooden serving boards have a pleasant size and are
ideal for serving all kinds of dishes. The board is food proof
and can be hung up by the string. The board is made of
Paulownia wood, which creates a warm look.

Size:

30 x 17 x 4 cm

Material:

Paulownia Wood

SENZA Rotating Plate

24663

Impress your guests by serving your snacks, tapas and other
delicacies on this beautiful turntable. The round wooden plate
is mounted on a rotating disc. This allows you to rotate the
plate! The board is made of Paulownia wood, which creates
a warm look.

Size:

35 x 35 x 4 cm

Material:

Paulownia Wood
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KITCHEN &
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86

SENZA Foldable Pauwlonia Serving Tray

24450

SENZA Acacia Tapas Trays /3

24540

Serve your snacks in an original way with this wooden tray.
The tray contains a folding base. Thanks to the folding base,
the tray is easy to store. The tray has two handles and is made
of Paulownia wood, which provides a warm look.

Take your drinking moments to a higher level with the Acacia
Tapas Trays. The mini-shelves are packed per 3 and are very
suitable to serve small delicacies. The trays are food proof and
have a PU leather cord.

Size:

56 x 18 x 15,5 cm

Size:

18 x 8 x 0,8 cm

Material:

Paulownia Wood & Metal

Material:

Acacia Wood

24354

SENZA Serving board 29x23cm

24355

With this serving board you can serve your snacks beautifully.
The board is made of pine wood and has a sturdy look thanks
to its PU leather strap. With the PU leather strap it’s also
possible to hang this serving board.

With this serving board you can serve your snacks
beautifully.
The board is made of pine wood and has a sturdy look
thanks to its PU leather strap. With the PU leather strap
it’s also possible to hang this serving board.

Size:

23 x 18 x 2,5 cm

Size:

29 x 23 x 3 cm

Material:

Paulownia Wood

Material:

Paulownia Wood

SENZA Serving board 45x15cm

24356

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Serving board 23x18cm

SENZA Serving board 40x18cm

24357

This stylish serving board is suitable for serving the tastiest
snacks. The serving board is easy to lift thanks to the handle.

This stylish serving board is suitable for serving the tastiest
snacks. The serving board is easy to lift thanks to the handle.

In addition, it can also be hung due to the presence of the
cord. The board itself is made of pine wood, which provides
a warm look.

In addition, it can also be hung due to the presence of the
cord. The board itself is made of pine wood, which provides
a warm look.

Size:

45 x 15 x 2 cm

Size:

40 x 18 x 1,8 cm

Material:

Paulownia Wood

Material:

Paulownia Wood

SENZA Serving board 40x30cm

24358

SENZA Hexagon Serving Tray

24516

This stylish serving board is suitable for serving the tastiest
snacks. The serving board is easy to lift thanks to the handle.
In addition, it can also be hung due to the presence of the
cord. The board itself is made of pine wood, which provides
a warm look. A crispy pizza could also be served perfectly on
this board.

This Hexagon Serving Board is recognisable by its original
appearance. The article can be used as a serving board and
tray and has a metal frame around the board. Ideal for snacks
and drinks.

Size:

40 x 30 x 1,8 cm

Size:

Ø 37,5 x 11,5 cm

Material:

Paulownia Wood

Material:

Wood & Metal
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Metal & Wood Chopping Board

SENZA Metal & Wood Napkin Holder

24451

24453

With this cutting board you can cut the tastiest breads in no
time. The crumbs then fall through the grid into the collection
reservoir. The board can also function as a tray, because the
handles make it easy to lift.

This napkin holder is very stylish. The holder is made of black
steel with a warm pine wood element.

Size:

41 x 26 x 8,5 cm

Size:

12 x 6 x 11 cm

Material:

Wood & Metal

Material:

Wood & Metal

SENZA Wheat Straw Lunch Box

24456

24457

This unique sustainable lunch box is made from wheat straw
and because of its size, it’s perfect for carrying a complete
meal. Thanks to the cutlery, which is included with the lunch
box through an elastic band, it’s also ideal for traveling. The
cutlery consists a knife, fork and spoon.

Size:

16,5 x 16,5 x 8,5 cm

Material:

Wheat straw

SENZA Wheat straw lunch box 1100ml

24460

24461

Large, and sustainable lunch / salad box consisting two
compartments. The upper compartment with transparent
lid offers space for a cutlery set and small snacks. The main
compartment is divided into two compartments, making it
very suitable for salads. The supplied cutlery set consist a
knife and fork.
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Size:

18 x 17 x 7,5 cm

Material:

Wheat straw

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Napkins 33x33 cm /16
24636

24637

24638

24642

24643

24644

24639

24640

24641

This cheerful set of napkins consists of 16 pieces. Unfolded,
the napkins have a standard size of 33 x 33 cm. Thanks to
the different themes, these sets are perfect for all occasions.
Themes:
Grill & Serve		
Black Gold		
Christmas Gold

Proeverij		
White Copper
Blue White		

Size:

16 x 16 x 1 cm / 33 x 33 cm

Material:

Paper

Have Fun
White Silver
Oliebollen
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Silicone Baking Mould

24524

24525

24526

24529

Use the SENZA silicone baking tin to bake the perfect cakes
and muffins. The baking mould consists of eight Christmas
themed shapes. By using silicone, your creations are easy to
take out of the baking tin. Imagine you are a real baker!
Tip: Also try out the recipe on the packaging.
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Size:

26 x 17 x 3,5 cm

Material:

Silicone

24531

SENZA Cacao Stencil /3

24507

No more waste! Cooking the right amount of spaghetti has
never been so easy. The rings of the spaghetti measurement
tool determine the necessary amount per person. This
product is not dishwasher-safe.

Become a true barista with these three fun stainless
steel stencils. Make a hot chocolate or cappuccino and
place a stencil on the froth collar. Sprinkle it with cocoa
powder. Voilà! Also try it with cinnamon powder or
icing sugar. This article is also perfect when it comes to
decorating cakes, biscuits and cup cakes.

Size:

18,5 x 5,5 x 0,5 cm

Size:

17,5 x 13,5 x 0,5 cm

Material:

Wood

Material:

Stainless Steel

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Spaghetti Measurement Tool

SENZA Cookie Cutters

24527

Making your own biscuits has never been as much fun as with
the three SENZA biscuit cutters. Roll out the dough to about
4-5 mm thick and press the desired shape into the dough to
make your favourite Christmas biscuits.
Use the shapes to make biscuits in the forms of Father
Christmas, a snowman or a Christmas tree. You can find some
great biscuit recipes on the packaging!

Size:

25 x 15 x 3 cm / 11 x 7 x 3 cm

Material:

Metal

SENZA Dough Rolling Pin

24528

Making Christmas biscuits has never been as easy and fun
as with the rolling pin from SENZA. The rolling pin is made of
birch wood and features a Christmas tree and star print. With
just one rolling motion, you can make several biscuits!

Size:

35,5 x 4,5 x 4,5 cm

Material:

Wood
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA BIG Pizza Cutter

24530
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SENZA Pizza Cutter

24532

With the solid Big Pizza Cutter, you can cut pizzas in no time
at all. The pizza cutter has a comfortable handle and its
ergonomic shape ensures direct transmission of power. The
cutting edge easily cuts through any pizza base, so you can
enjoy your pizza right away!

Every pizza lover needs a fine pizza cutter! This model is
suitable for cutting both thin and thick pizzas. The pizza cutter
is made of stainless steel and has a solid handle.

Size:

17 x 4,5 x 17 cm

Size:

21 x 8,5 x 2 cm

Material:

Metal

Material:

Stainless Steel

24552

SENZA Kitchen Grater

24533

These SENZA herb dispensers are ideal for dried herbs and
spices. The lid has 2 openings that determine the sprinkling
quantity. The set is packed per 3 pieces and comes in a kraft
box.

The classic grater cannot be lacking in the kitchen!
The grater has a handle on top and 4 different grating
options, making it suitable for grating cucumber,
cheese and vegetables, among many other things.

Size:

23 x 6,5 x 8,8 cm / Ø 6,2 x 8,8 cm

Size:

24 x 11 x 8,5 cm

Material:

Glass & Plastic

Material:

Metal

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Salt&Pepper Set /3

SENZA Measure Cups

24534

This 4-piece set of measuring cups makes measuring out
ingredients very easy! The different measuring jars can be
stacked up, making it easy to store. The exact quantity is
indicated in each measuring cup. Cooking and baking with this
item is a piece of cake!

Size:

16 x 8 x 5,5 cm

Material:

Metal

SENZA Digital Scale

24535

The digital scale by SENZA is a must in every kitchen! The top is
made out of glass. The maximum weight this scale can weigh
is up to 5 kg. You can choose different measuring units like
gram, pound, ounce and millilitre. The tare function allows
you to easily reset the scale to zero. The scale switches off
automatically.

Size:

20 x 15 x 2 cm

Material:

Glass & Plastic
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KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

SENZA Cocktail Picks Star /10

24522

These elegant star-shaped cocktail sticks are ideal for serving
appetizers. Or add a festive touch to your cocktail with a
cocktail stick and olive. The set consists of 10 pieces and will
be delivered in a fancy show case.

SENZA Tasting chalkboards on stand /3

24517

Size:

16 x 11 x 3,5 cm / 14 x 3 x 0,5 cm

Material:

Wood

SENZA Tasting chalkboards in holder /4

24518

The SENZA chalkboards are perfect for every dinner party!
Place the chalkboards next to the different dishes during a
buffet or tasting or write down the names of the guests on
the boards for the table arrangement. This item comes with
1 piece of chalk.

The SENZA chalkboards are perfect for every dinner party!
Place the chalkboards next to the different dishes during a
buffet or tasting or write down the names of the guests on
the boards for the table arrangement. This item comes with
1 piece of chalk.

Size:

24 x 12 x 2 cm / 9,3 x 19,2 cm

Size:

13,5 x 11,5 x 3 cm / 7,5 x 5 cm

Material:

MDF & Chalkboard

Material:

MDF & Chalkboard

SENZA Chalkboard cocktail picks /6

24519

These cheerful cocktail sticks will give any product a nice
appearance. Write the name of the dish or the name of your
guest on the stick for a personal touch! This item is supplied
with 1 piece of chalk.
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24523

Size:

15 x 9 x 1,5 cm / 5 x 10 cm

Material:

Wood & Paper

28675

28676

28677

This stylish glass drinking bottle has a silicone sleeve.
This gives you extra grip and protects the bottle from
falling. The wooden cap gives the bottle a stylish look.
The cord at the top can be used to hang up the product.

Size:

Ø 6,5 x 23 cm

Material:

Glass & Wood

KITCHEN &
TABLEWARE

Norländer Glass Bottle

Norländer Drink Bottle

28582

Stylish glass drinking bottle with soft neoprene cover, which
makes it comfortable to hold and it also protects against
knocks. The bottle is equipped with an aluminium screw
cap, is easy to clean and is dishwasher safe. The bottle is
ideal to use at the office, while exercising or on the road. The
content of this bottle is 500 ml. The water bottles are packed
individually in a full color show box.

Size:

Ø 6 x 22 cm

Material:

Glass & Neoprene

SENZA Drink Bottle

24172

Stylish glass drinking bottle with soft neoprene cover for
protection and a soft but firm grip. The bottle is equipped with
an aluminum screw cap, easy to clean and dishwasher safe.
The bottle is ideal at the office, during exercise or on the go.
The content of this bottle is 500 ml. Packed per piece in a full
color show box.

Size:

Ø 6 x 22 cm

Material:

Glass & Neoprene
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LAST CHANCE

24353
SENZA Placemet Set /2

24187
SENZA Paper Straws Silver
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24463
SENZA Wooden Cutlery Gold Set of 12 pcs

24462
SENZA Tea Water Bottle

24189
SENZA Paper Straws Brown

24464
SENZA Wooden Cutlery Silver Set of 12 pcs

24465
SENZA Wooden Cutlery Black Set of 12 pcs

24174
SENZA Drink Bottle Brown

LAST CHANCE

24250
SENZA Bake Mould 43*30,5

24208
SENZA Wine Serving Plate

24251
SENZA Bake Mould 26,5*23,5

24252
SENZA Bake Mould 28*14,5

24257
SENZA BBQ Tool / Bookshape Box

24223
SENZA Acacia Standing Serving Tray

24186
SENZA Cooling Stones

24253
SENZA Tea Water Bottle
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24645

24646

24647

There is nothing like a subtle scented candle in your
home. These SENZA scented candles are packed per
2 and give off a warm winter fragrance that smells like
Honey and Orchid. The candles have a plastic cover
and will last approx: 15-20 hours.

Size:

12 x 8 x 6 cm / Ø 5,3 x 7,3 cm

Material:

Paraffine

CANDLES

SENZA Set of 2 Scented Candles

SENZA Set of 2 Scented Candles

24645

24646

24647

There is nothing like a subtle scented candle in your home.
These SENZA scented candles are packed per 2 and give off a
warm winter fragrance that smells like Honey and Orchid. The
candles have a plastic cover and will last approx: 15-20 hours.

Size:

12 x 8 x 6 cm / Ø 5,3 x 7,3 cm

Material:

Paraffine

SENZA Set of 2 Scented Candles

24645

24646

24647

There is nothing like a subtle scented candle in your home.
These SENZA scented candles are packed per 2 and give off a
warm winter fragrance that smells like Honey and Orchid. The
candles have a plastic cover and will last approx: 15-20 hours.

Size:

12 x 8 x 6 cm / Ø 5,3 x 7,3 cm

Material:

Paraffine
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CANDLES

SENZA Scented Candle Fig Cashmere Large

24444

24445

This scented candle smells delicious and gives a boost of
cosiness in every household. The scented candle spreads a
luxurious scent of fig and cashmere. The candle has a wooden
lid, two wicks and burns for 60 to 70 hours.

This scented candle smells delicious and gives a boost of
cosiness in every household. The scented candle spreads a
luxurious scent of fig and cashmere. The candle has a wooden
lid, two wicks and burns for 35 to 45 hours.

Size:

Ø 10 x 12,3 cm

Size:

Ø 8 x 10 cm

Material:

Glass, Wood & Paraffine

Material:

Glass, Wood & Paraffine

SENZA Scented Candle Sandalwood Amber
Small
24446

Create a nice and cozy atmosphere in your home with this
luxurious scented candle. The candle gives off a warm wintery
scent that smells of sandalwood and amber and is provided
with a tin lid. The candle has one wick and burns for 35 to
40 hours.

Size:

Ø 8,5 x 9 cm

Material:

Glass, Tin & Paraffine

SENZA Scented Candle Sandalwood Amber
Large
24447

Create a nice and cozy atmosphere in your home with this
luxurious scented candle. The candle gives off a warm wintery
scent that smells of sandalwood and amber and is provided
with a tin lid. The candle has one wick and burns for 60 to
70 hours.
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SENZA Scented Candle Fig Cashmere Small

Size:

Ø 15,5 x 8,2 cm

Material:

Glass, Tin & Paraffine

24648

This delightful scented candle trio does not only look
cosy in the living room, but also emits a delicious
autumnal Figwood fragrance. The black coloured look
with white dots provides an extra stylish touch. The
candles are packed per three in a black box and they
last approx. 15-20 hours.

Size:

23,5 x 8 x 9,5 cm / Ø 6 x 7,2 cm

Material:

Paraffine

CANDLES

SENZA Set of 3 Scented Candles
Black & White Dots
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CANDLES

SENZA Dining Candles /7

24616

24617

24618

Bring light, warmth and atmosphere into your home with
these dinner candles by SENZA. The set consists of 7 candles
of 10 cm long, tied together with string. The candles have
a thickness of 2,2 cm and therefore fit in almost all candle
holders. The candles will burn for approximately 2 hours. Also
nice to combine with one of the other colours of candle sets
and our candle holders.
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Size:

6 x 6 x 10 cm / Ø 2 x 10 cm

Material:

Paraffine

CANDLES

SENZA Dining Candles 15cm /6

24334

24335

24336

With these dinner candles you can have a cozy and stylish
dinner. The set consists a total of six 15 cm long candles.
The candles have a thickness of 2,2 cm and therefore fit into
almost all candle holders. The candles have approximately 3
burning hours.

Size:

12,5 x 15 x 2,3 cm

Material:

Paraffine
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CANDLES

SENZA Set of 12 tealights in Box

24649

24651

A selection of 12 tea lights in a luxury full colour box. Excellent
to combine with all the waxine/candle holders from our
product range. A real winner with a Christmas hamper.

SENZA Set of 8 tealights in Box

24652

24653

This luxury kraft box contains 8 tea lights. The tubs are
transparent and the candles will last approx. 3 - 5 hours.
Excellent to combine with all the waxine / candle holders from
our product range.

Size:

16 x 8 x 2 cm / Ø 3,9 x 1,7 cm

Material:

Paraffine

SENZA Organza Tealight Bag /8

12925

12926

Eight tea lights in a luxurious organza bag. Combines perfectly
with all tealight-/candle holders from our range. A true
addition to a Christmas package.
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24650

Size:

8 x 11 x 3 cm

Material:

Paraffine

Size:

11,5 x 6,5 x 4 cm / Ø 3,7 x 1,5 cm

Material:

Paraffine

LAST CHANCE

12928
SENZA Organza Tealight Bag /8 Red

12929
SENZA Organza Tealight Bag /8 Blue

24441
SENZA Scented candle Lush Figwood Large

24337
SENZA Dining Candles black 24,5cm /6

24339
SENZA Dining Candles gold 24,5cm /6
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24623

24624

24625

These cheerful vases are real must-haves for any
interior. This unique set cannot only be used as a vase
for (dried) flowers, but also as a tealight holder. With
this set, you can create a beautiful atmosphere in your
home. The vases are delivered in a set of 3 pieces.

Size:

19 x 13,5 x 4 cm

Material:

Glass

CANDLEHOLDERS

SENZA Tealight & Flower Vases /3

SENZA Tealight & Flower Vases /3

24623

24624

24625

These cheerful vases are real must-haves for any interior. This
unique set cannot only be used as a vase for (dried) flowers,
but also as a tealight holder. With this set, you can create a
beautiful atmosphere in your home. The vases are delivered
in a set of 3 pieces.

Size:

19 x 13,5 x 4 cm

Material:

Glass

SENZA Tealight & Flower Vases /3

24623

24624

24625

These cheerful vases are real must-haves for any interior. This
unique set cannot only be used as a vase for (dried) flowers,
but also as a tealight holder. With this set, you can create a
beautiful atmosphere in your home. The vases are delivered
in a set of 3 pieces.

Size:

19 x 13,5 x 4 cm

Material:

Glass
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CANDLEHOLDERS

SENZA Magnet Deco Tray

24585

This magnetic and decorative tray from SENZA not only looks
beautiful, but is also very useful. In the supplied glass vases
there is room for beautiful (dried) flowers. There is also room
for dining candles that fit into the accompanying candle
holders. The holders are equipped with a magnet so they
remain securely on the metal surface of the tray. When you
remove the vases and candle holders, you can also use the
tray to serve drinks and snacks.
*Nice to combine with article 24587 and article 24588 - SENZA
Magnet Candle Holders /3
Size:

32,2 x 22,5 x 15,5 cm

Material:

Metal & Glass

SENZA Magnet Candle Holders /3

24587

24588

These magnetic candle holders from SENZA don’t just look
nice, they are also very useful. The small size makes the candle
holders very practical, so they can be used in different areas
in the room. For example, place the magnetic candle holders
on a metal surface to create a playful arrangement. This
set consists of 3 candle holders and are suitable for dining
candles.
* Nice to combine with article 24585 - SENZA Magnet Deco
Tray
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Size:

8 x 6 x 3 cm

Material:

Metal

CANDLEHOLDERS

SENZA Mirrorlight Oak / Walnut

24607

24608

This tea light holder is made of wood and has two sides of
mirror glass. The glass creates a playful and creative effect
when you light a tealight. A beautiful attention-grabber for the
living room.

Size:

7 x 7 x 11 cm

Material:

Wood & Glass
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CANDLEHOLDERS

SENZA Christmas Tealight Holder

24604

24605

24606

This tealight holder is made of frosted glass and has a
pleasant, cheerful and clean design. When you light a candle,
the pattern creates a beautiful and atmospheric effect.
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Size:

Ø 9 x 10 cm

Material:

Glass

24610

24611

24612

This tealight cup from SENZA is made of glass and has a
pleasant and cheerful design. When you light a candle,
the pattern gives a beautiful and atmospheric effect.
The tealight holder holds a tea light and is packed in
a transparent gift box which is closed by a jute string.

Size:

Ø 7,5 x 8 cm

Material:

Glass

CANDLEHOLDERS

SENZA Tealight Cup
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CANDLEHOLDERS

SENZA Table Candleholders /2

24614

24481

An elegant set of two candle holders. The candle holders are
made out of black metal and differ in height. You can easily
clamp them on to the edge of the table and screw them on.

You could easily create some extra romance with this set
of candlesticks. The set consists two pieces with different
heights. They are suitable for almost all dinner candles with
a standard thickness of 2,2 cm. This set is supplied excluding
candles.

Size:

26,5 x 9 x 6 cm / Ø 5 x 23,5 & Ø 5 x 20,5 cm

Size:

12,5 x 11,5 x 34 cm / Ø 11 x 26 cm & Ø 11 x 32 cm

Material:

Metal

Material:

Metal

SENZA Metal Diner Candleholder Zig Zag

24572

SENZA Harmonica Tealight Holder

24480

This candleholder will certainly attract attention with its
smooth, yet also playful look. Give the candleholder a nice
spot at home and you will see that it will certainly not look out
of place in your interior. The metal candleholder has room for
5 dining candles.

This unique tealight holder can be easily folded in and out, so
you can determine the length and model for yourself. It’s a
stylish addition to any interior, perfect for the dining- or coffee
table. This tealight holder is made for ten tea lights.

Size:

27,5 x 10,5 x 17 cm

Size:

57 x 13 x 7 cm / Extendable

Material:

Metal

Material:

Metal

SENZA Metal Diner Candleholder

24577

With its modern and sleek look, this candle holder will not
lack attention. The metal candle holder offers space for up
to 4 dining candles and is black in colour. In addition, it will
contribute to a very cosy atmosphere at home.
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SENZA Dining Candleholders Iron /2

Size:

18,3 x 18,3 x 26 cm

Material:

Metal

24591

SENZA Tealight Holder Xmas Tree

24592

With this cheerful star-shaped tealight holder, you can really
bring warmth and atmosphere into your home. The candle
holder is suitable for 1 tealight and is characterised by the
playful pattern on the front.

With this cheerful tree-shaped tealight holder, you can
really bring warmth and atmosphere into your home.
The candle holder is suitable for 1 tealight and is
characterised by the playful pattern on the front.

Size:

20 x 18 x 8 cm

Size:

20 x 18 x 8 cm

Material:

Metal

Material:

Metal

CANDLEHOLDERS

SENZA Tealight Holder Star

SENZA Star Diner Candleholder

24602

This metal candle holder by SENZA knows how to distinguish
itself from all other candle holders. With a golden star
underneath, the candle holder is a real impression maker
in the living room. The candle holder is suitable for dining
candles and will not look out of place on the dining table
during Christmas!

Size:

21,5 x 12 x 12 cm

Material:

Metal

SENZA Star Diner Candleholder XL

24603

This metal candle holder by SENZA knows how to distinguish
itself from all other candle holders. With a golden star
underneath, the candle holder is a real impression maker
in the living room. The candle holder is suitable for dining
candles and will not look out of place on the dining table
during Christmas!

Size:

33,5 x 12 x 12 cm

Material:

Metal
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CANDLEHOLDERS

SENZA Metal Diner Candleholder

24573

24574

SENZA Metal Bottle Tealight Holder

24575

24576

Place this eye-catching candleholder on the dining table and
you immediately have a warm atmosphere at home. The
metal candle holder stands out because of its playful hearts.
This item is suitable for 5 dining candles.

This original tealight holder has the shape of a wine bottle
and fits into any home. Light a tealight and put it in the glass
holder. Then hang it from the metal frame and enjoy the warm
light.

Size:

24 x 16,5 x 20 cm

Size:

Ø 11 x 37 cm

Material:

Metal

Material:

Metal
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SENZA Candlelight Jar Black with
wooden lid
24408

24409

24410

SENZA Candlelight Jar Black Coated with
Crayon
24407

This stylish preserving jar has a notch on the lid that is suitable
for a tea light. The lid is made out of acacia wood, which
creates a warm look. The package includes 8 tea lights in an
organza bag with a burning time of 4 hours.

This stylish preserving jar has a notch on the lid that is suitable
for a tea light. The jar has a black coating that can also be used
for drawing with crayons. The package includes 8 tea lights in
an organza bag with a burning time of 4 hours, as well as a
piece of chalk.

Size:

Ø 10,5 x 17 cm

Size:

Ø 10,5 x 17 cm

Material:

Glass & Acacia Wood

Material:

Glass
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SENZA Moods Candleholder

24432

24433

This original lantern has a remarkable grid pattern. When you
light a candle it gives a special effect. The lantern therefore
not only has a warm, but also a cool look. This lantern is also
suitable for outside use because the candle is protected by
a glass jar.

This original lantern has a remarkable grid pattern. When you
light a candle it gives a special effect. The lantern therefore
not only has a warm, but also a cool look. This lantern is also
suitable for outside use because the candle is protected by
a glass jar.

Size:

12,5 x 12,5 x 18 cm

Size:

15 x 15 x 22,5 cm

Material:

Metal & Wood

Material:

Metal & Wood

SENZA Candleholder Wood-Black Small

24600

This wooden lantern has a peaceful look and is perfect for
decorating coffee tables, dining tables or anywhere else at
home. It will also look great outdoors under the porch! The
candle holder is equipped with a metal tray on which the
supplied glass can be placed. You can easily move the candle
holder by means of its synthetic leather handle on top.

Size:

30,5 x 12 x 12 cm

Material:

Metal, Wood & Glass

SENZA Candleholder Wood-Black Large

24601

This wooden lantern has a peaceful look and is perfect for
decorating coffee tables, dining tables or anywhere else at
home. It will also look great outdoors under the porch! The
candle holder is equipped with a metal tray on which the
supplied glass can be placed. You can easily move the candle
holder by means of its synthetic leather handle on top.
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SENZA Moods Candleholder XL

Size:

41 x 16 x 16 cm

Material:

Metal, Wood & Glass

CANDLEHOLDERS

SENZA Pillar Lantern Small

24396

24397

SENZA Pillar Lantern Large

24398

24399

This stylish lantern is made of poplar wood and has a beautiful
design. The pillar is 30 cm high and comes with a glass holder
and includes a grey candle of 5x5 cm.

This stylish lantern is made of poplar wood and has a beautiful
design. The pillar is 40 cm high and comes with a glass holder
and includes a black candle of 7x7 cm.

With this lantern you definitely bring warmth and atmosphere
into your home.

With this lantern you definitely bring warmth and atmosphere
into your home.

Size:

Ø 12 cmx 30 cm

Size:

Ø 14 cmx 40 cm

Material:

Poplar Wood & Glass

Material:

Poplar Wood & Glass
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SENZA Concrete Candle/Egg holder

24613

This original candleholder not only has a striking design, but
can also be used for various purposes. The candle holder
offers space for six dining candles or six tea lights. You can
also choose to mix up dining candles with tea lights, for
example, put three dining candles and three tea lights in it to
create a playful effect.
The item can also be used to store eggs. Ideal during Easter
or for on the kitchen counter. The candleholder is made of
concrete which makes it very solid.
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Size:

17 x 12 x 4 cm

Material:

Concrete

24609

This simple yet sleek tea light holder is made of wood
and metal and holds up to 5 tea lights at a time. This
item is ideal for decorating the coffee table, dining table
or anywhere else in your home. It creates a warm and
inviting atmosphere.

Size:

45,5 x 12,5 x 8 cm

Material:

Wood, Glass & Metal

CANDLEHOLDERS

SENZA Wood Tealight Holder /5
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LAST CHANCE
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24234
SENZA Bamboo Lantern Black/Green

24235
SENZA Bamboo Lantern White/Natural

24236
SENZA Willow Lantern Black

24237
SENZA Willow Lantern White

24424
Tealight Holder Xmas Tree Red

24425
Tealight Holder Snowflake Black

24427
Tealight Lantern Xmas Tree Red

24428
Tealight Lantern Star Black

24430
SENZA Bamboo Lantern Hanger Black

24431
SENZA Bamboo Lantern Hanger Natural

24493
SENZA Dining Candleholder Ceramic Black

24494
SENZA Dining Candleholder Ceramic White

LAST CHANCE

24392
SENZA Pillow Tealight Holder Small White

24393
SENZA Pillow Tealight Holder Small Anthracite

24394
SENZA Pillow Tealight Holder Large White

24395
SENZA Pillow Tealight Holder Large Anthracite

24400
SENZA Rack for 5 Tealights Gold

24401
SENZA Rack for 5 Tealights Silvert

24439
SENZA Round Tealight Hanger Gold

24440
SENZA Round Tealight Hanger Silver

24437
SENZA Tealights Star Gold

24438
SENZA Tealights Star Silver

9802
Senza Star Candleholder

9806
Senza X-mas Tree Candleholder
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SENZA LED Glitter Bulb Garland

24565

24566

Bring light and glitter to the dark days! Decorate the cherry
tree, cupboard or anything else in the house with this
beautiful light garland. The garland contains 10 bulbs with LED
lights and is filled with glitter. The total length of the garland
is 3.6 metres.
*Batteries not included.

SENZA LED Garland Card Holder

24567

24568

SENZA LED Garland

24563

24564

Cheerful LED pendulum with photo clips. Hang memorable
photos, notes or cards on the garland. The garland is 2 metres
long in total and contains 20 LED lights. 12 photo clips are
included. The garland runs on 2x AA batteries.

With this cheerful LED Garland you really create an ambience
in your home. The LED string is equipped with 10 LED lights,
which are processed in elegant balls. This item works on 2x AA
batteries and is suitable for all kinds of decorative purposes.

*Batteries not included.

*Batteries not included.

Size:

26 x 26 x 6 cm / 360 cm

Size:

13,5 x 10 x 3 cm / 200 cm

Size:

8,5 x 10 x 5 cm / 165 cm

Material:

LED, Glass & Plastic

Material:

LED & Plastic

Material:

LED & Galvanized Metal
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SENZA LED Carton

24434

24435

24436

This decorative golden light string of no less than 20 LED lights
creates a romantic atmosphere. Use the lighting to upgrade
your own home accessories or Christmas decorations. This
lighting works on 3x AA batteries, which are not included. The
LED string is supplied on a nice printed display carton in the
shape of a candle.

Size:

8 x 17 x 2 cm / 200 cm

Material:

LED & Paper

SENZA Calendar with LED Lights

24589

With this cheerful calendar, you know exactly which day it is.
You can easily change the cards with days and months. In
addition, the article is equipped with a LED string, so that it
can be put down in an extra attractive way. At the bottom you
can easily turn the LED string on/off.

Size:

29 x 5,5 x 17 cm

Material:

LED, Metal & MDF

SENZA LED Bubble Light Chain

24275
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USB-C Charging Cable With LED Lights

17862

This original LED light chain creates an atmospheric ambiance
in your home. It’s a very nice item for decoration at home. The
chain has ten glass lights and is provided with warm white LED
lighting. The chain is 110 cm.

This cheerful and colourful USB charger puts your device right
in the Christmas spirit. The charger has fun atmospheric lights
in red, yellow, blue and green that light up when the phone is
being charged. The charger has a USB connector and can be
connected to a laptop, computer or a USB adapter.

Size:

10 x 10 x 5 cm / 110 cm

Size:

22 x 7,5 x 2,5 cm / 125 cm

Material:

LED

Material:

LED

LAST CHANCE

24273
SENZA LED Rope 150cm

24269
SENZA LED Table lamp with two glass vases

24277
SENZA LED Hanging lamp with timer round

24496
SENZA ON/OFF LED Light

24274
SENZA LED Lantern Grey

24278
SENZA LED Hanging lamp with timer rectangle

24279
SENZA LED Hanging lamp with timer diamond
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24324

24325

24326

24327

24328

Make your home cosy with this beautiful plaid from SENZA.
This blanket can be used as a decorative item for on the
couch, the chair and on the bed, but is also suitable for
crawling under on a cold winter evening. The plaid is large in
size and provides a lovely soft Sherpa fleece on the back. A
real winner for any home!

Size:

42 x 35 x 20 cm / 150 x 200 cm

Material:

220gr Coral Fleece + 220gr Sherpa

HOME & LIVING

SENZA Living Blanket
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SENZA Ombre Plaid

24316

24317

This comfortable plaid has a nice and spacious format and
is remarkable because of its color gradient. A real decorative
addition to any home and of course a wonderfully warm plaid
for, for example on the couch.
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Size:

37 x 31 x 11 cm / 157 x 130 cm

Material:

240gr Flannel Fleece + 200gr Sherpa

HOME & LIVING

SENZA Gift Blanket White “Winter Lodge”

24449

A wonderfully warm plaid that will help you through the cold
winter days. This plaid has a recognizable herringbone pattern
and is made of 260 grams flannel fleece. Because the plaid
is provided with an elegant rope bow with glitter, it is a real
gift to get!
This plaid matches perfectly with the “Winter Lodge” line of
Tastemakers.

Size:

21 x 30 x 12 cm / 160 x 120 cm

Material:

260gr Flannel Fleece

SENZA Gift Blanket

24321

24322

24329

A wonderfully warm plaid that will help you through the cold
winter days. This plaid has a recognizable herringbone pattern
and is made of 260 grams flannel fleece. Because the plaid
is provided with an elegant rope bow with glitter, it is a real
gift to get!

Size:

21 x 30 x 12 cm / 160 x 120 cm

Material:

260gr Flannel Fleece
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SENZA Ribble Plaid

24163

24164

24165

24300

A soft fleece plaid provided with a classic ribbed design. Made
from 280 grams flannel fleece. A decorative addition in every
household and a lovely warm blanket during the cold winter
days.
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Size:

39 x 30 x 14 cm / 150 x 130 cm

Material:

280gr Flannel Fleece
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SENZA Runamel Feetwarmer

24280

24283

SENZA Runamel Cuddle Decoration

24281

24284

SENZA Heatpack Furry

24286

24285

Do you also suffer from cold feet during winter? This XL
feetwarmer will take care of you! This unique reindeer slipper
is made of high quality material and feels very soft and
comfortable.

This cute reindeer is very soft and made of high quality
material. Kids will be very happy with this cute reindeer.
Secretly everybody likes to receive this gift.

Multifunctional and compact heat pack filled with ceramic
beads. Can be heated up and used very quickly! This heat
pack with a length of no less than 50 cm ensures a relaxing
moment, relieves pain if necessary, and is wonderfully warm
during the cold winter days. The heat pack gives off heat
optimally through the use of two different compartments.

Size:

46 x 33 x 26 cm

Size:

25 x 23 x 15 cm

Size:

23 x 4,5 x 11 cm

Material:

Pluche

Material:

Pluche

Material:

Polyester & Ceramic Pearls
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SENZA Ribble Storage Pouffe

24554

24555

24556

24413

This stylish storage/decoration pouffe is a real winner and
quickly catches the eye due to its corduroy design. Besides
the fact that this three-legged pouffe can decorate the interior
stylishly, it is also multifunctional. There is a practical storage
space under the lid.

Size:

Ø 28 x 40 cm

Material:

Corduroy & Wood

HOME & LIVING

SENZA Ribble Pouffe Square

17756

This stylish storage/decoration pouf is a real winner and
stands out thanks to its corduroy design. Besides the fact that
this four-legged pouffe can dress up the interior stylishly, it is
also multifunctional. There is a practical storage space under
the cover. The pouffe is also great to use for wrapping a gift.

Size:

26 x 45,5 x 37 cm

Material:

Corduroy & Wood

SENZA Velvet Storage Pouffe

24391

24411

24412

This elegant pouffe has a warm classic look because it is
made of velvet. The soft fabric provides a luxurious look. This
spacious pouffe is not only ideal to use as storage or to sit on,
but can also serve as a beautiful design piece in every home.
It’s a real eye catcher.

Size:

Ø 28 x 40 cm

Material:

Velvet
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SENZA Inflatable Pouffe Velvet

24557

24558

24559

This inflatable pouffe is not only light and fluffy, but also a
real eye-catcher for the living room. There is an inflatable
compartment inside the cover, which can be easily filled with
air using the blow-up valve. The cover of the pouffe is made
of velvet fabric and can be closed with a zip. A comfortable
pouffe which you can use to relax.
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Size:

22 x 22 x 7 cm / Ø 55 x 30 cm

Material:

Velvet

HOME & LIVING

SENZA Vintage Ribble Basket

24290

24291

24292

With this fashionable basket, you can brighten up your interior
in a stylish way. You can use this basket as a functional storage
basket for plaids or slippers. This basket will not look out of
place in the bathroom or bedroom either. The outer lining is
entirely made of corduroy and has PU handles.

Size:

Ø 35 x 35 cm

Material:

Corduroy & PU
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SENZA Silicone Vase

24560

24561

24562

Brighten up the interior of your home with this silicone vase
from SENZA. Because the vase can be filled with water, it is
not only suitable for dry flowers, but also for fresh flowers. The
vase is easy to attach to a smooth surface and easy to remove
again. Before applying, wipe the vase and the surface with a
wet cloth. Nice to combine the various silicone vases.
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Size:

15 x 15 x 4 cm

Material:

Silicone

24630

SENZA Home Office Memoboard

24631

This handy laptop table is perfect for work, but also for
recreational use. During the week it is very suitable for
business and during the weekends perfect for when you’re
relaxing on the couch with a good movie. The surface is tiltable
and the whole table is adjustable so that you can adjust it to
your preferred posture. The table is made of wood and the
base of metal.

This memo board is not only a nice decorational piece
for the office or home, but also extremely handy for
daily use. The memo board comes with a whiteboard
marker. The pen has a magnet in the cap so that it can
be attached to the board. In addition to making notes,
the board can also be used to hang shopping lists and
photos, among other things. These are easy to attach
with the supplied magnets or drawing pins. Finally, the
board can easily be hung on the wall.

Size:

53 x 30 x 24 cm

Size:

56 x 20 x 1,5 cm

Material:

Metal & Wood

Material:

Plastic, Cork & Magnet

HOME & LIVING

SENZA Laptop Desk

SENZA Home Office Desk Bulletin Board

24632

This notice board is made out of cork and has a metal stand.
The pinboard is ideal for hanging up shopping lists, photos
and memos. These can be attached thanks to the six included
drawing pins.

Size:

30 x 20 x 6 cm

Material:

Cork & Metal

SENZA Home Office Letterboard

24633

This letter board is not only a nice decorational piece for the
office or at home, but also extremely handy for daily use. It
consists of a letter board and a pin board. On the lower part
you can pin photos or notes, for example, but you can also
hang them on the available string. The letter board comes
complete with letters, drawing pins and pegs. Ideal to use for
original quotes, fun quotes and important appointments.

Size:

40 x 40 x 2 cm

Material:

Plastic & Cork
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SENZA Toolbox

24497

24498

This sturdy folding toolbox has a classic design and is equipped
with three compartments. The large compartment holds all
the necessary hand tools and the small compartments are
suitable for screws and nails.The toolbox has a solid structure
and a comfortable handle for carrying.
This item is also ideal for storing all kinds of herb jars and
herb plants. This way, the toolbox would also look nice in the
kitchen.
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Size:

47 x 22 x 18 cm

Material:

Steel

24382

This robust tray is made of pine wood and has two
sturdy metal handles. It can perfectly serve as a basis
for a gift or Christmas package, but it can also be used
to store small accessories, herbs or tools. In addition,
it’s also nice to decorate with small plants.

Size:

36 x 14,5 x 13,5 cm

Material:

Wood

HOME & LIVING

SENZA Multifunctional Wooden Tray
Small

SENZA Multifunctional Wooden Tray
Medium
24383

This robust tray is made of pine wood and has two sturdy
metal handles. It can perfectly serve as a basis for a gift or
Christmas package, but it can also be used to store small
accessories, herbs or tools. In addition, it’s also nice to
decorate with small plants.

Size:

45,5 x 14,5 x 13 cm

Material:

Wood

SENZA Multifunctional Wooden Tray
Large
24384

This robust tray is made of pine wood and has two sturdy
metal handles. It can perfectly serve as a basis for a gift or
Christmas package. This box can easily fit two bottles of wine,
but it can also be used to store small accessories or tools. In
addition, it’s also nice to decorate with small plants.

Size:

41,5 x 26,5 x 13 cm

Material:

Wood
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SENZA Metal Flower Watering Bucket

24578

Metal flowerpot with a frame in the shape of a watering can.
The frame is coated in black and the accompanying flower pot
is gold. Ideal for plants and flowers.

Size:

25 x 15 x 18 cm

Material:

Metal

SENZA Metal Flower Bucket Small Black

24579

Metal plant holder with a height of approx. 26 cm. The pot
has a solid black frame and is made of metal, just like the pot.
Perfect for plants and flowers.

Size:

Ø 16 x 26 cm

Material:

Metal

SENZA Metal Flower Bucket Large Gold

24580

Metal plant holder with a height of approx. 31 cm. The pot
has a solid black frame and is made of metal, just like the pot.
Perfect for plants and flowers.
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Size:

Ø 17,5 x 31 cm

Material:

Metal

24581

24582

This decorative flower box is made of metal and has
an industrial look. Very nice to put plants or flowers in,
but of course you can also use the item to store things.
Turn the box upside down so you can also use it as a
side table.

Size:

27 x 27 x 50,5 cm

Material:

Metal

HOME & LIVING

SENZA Flower Barrel

SENZA Rectangle Flower Tray Black XL

24583

This multifunctional flower pot from SENZA is a real musthave for your home. Simply place the most beautiful plants or
flowers in the box and you have a cheerful decoration piece.
Also nice to put herbal plants in. Don’t have a green thumb?
No worries, just use the box to store other things.

Size:

42,5 x 14,5 x 34 cm

Material:

Metal

SENZA Square Flower Tray Black Small

24584

This multifunctional flower pot from SENZA is a real musthave for your home. Simply place the most beautiful plants or
flowers in the box and you have a cheerful decoration piece.
Also nice to put herbal plants in. Don’t have a green thumb?
No worries, just use the box to store other things.

Size:

32 x 14,5 x 14,5 cm

Material:

Metal
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SENZA Decostar Metal

24571

SENZA Message in a Bottle

24594

This metal star is a beautiful decorational item for the
holidays. Decorate it, for example, with cosy LED lights for an
even better atmosphere.

If you find yourself stranded on a desert island, this Message
In A Bottle will help you out. Of course, you can also write
down a sweet message for someone else. The paper that
comes with it is blank and can be used to write a message.
You can also write a note on the front of the bottle with the
included chalk.

Size:

20 x 20 x 5 cm

Size:

25 x 9,2 x 5 cm

Material:

Metal

Material:

Glass

SENZA Phone Locker

17857

Going completely offline with the whole family or a group of
friends is now easy to accomplish thanks to this phone safe.
There is room for 6 mobile phones and the safe can be closed
with a lock. Ideal to be completely offline for a while!

Size:

19,5 x 11 x 19,5 cm

Material:

Metal & Wood

SENZA Hourglass Small

24260
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SENZA Hourglass Big

24261

You can relax and look thoughtlessly to the sand that is sinking
away. With this hourglass you’ve got an unique and classic
decoration piece at home. The hourglass is made of firm glass
with paper thin black sand. The hourglass is packed in a stylish
tube which makes it a real nice present to give and to get.

You can relax and look thoughtlessly to the sand that is sinking
away. With this hourglass you’ve got an unique and classic
decoration piece at home. The hourglass is made of firm glass
with paper thin black sand. The hourglass is packed in a stylish
tube which makes it a real nice present to give and to get.

Size:

Ø 5,5 x 13 cm

Size:

Ø 8,5 x 25 cm

Material:

Glass

Material:

Glass

24570

SENZA Metal photoframe 2 frames

24586

Hang up Christmas cards, notes or photos on this decorative
star. This item comes with 5 matching pegs. A nice accessory
to hang up or place against the wall.

Use these original photo frames to display your most
beautiful pictures. The 2 frames can be flipped over
and the other side is covered with chalkboard paint.
With the provided chalk you can write some nice notes
on the chalkboard side.

Size:

38 x 38 x 0,5 cm

Size:

23,5 x 10 x 18,5 cm

Material:

Metal

Material:

Metal & Glass

SENZA Photoframe for 2 Photo’s

24403

HOME & LIVING

SENZA Hanging Deco Star with Clips

SENZA Photoframe for 3 Photo’s

24404

Nice wooden photo frame which consists of two parts. A string
has been strung through the photo frame, so the whole stays
together. You can easily hang your photos on the rope using
two supplied clips.

Nice wooden photo frame which consists of two parts. A string
has been strung through the photo frame, so the whole stays
together. You can easily hang your photos on the rope using
three supplied clips.

Size:

18,5 x 23 x 3 cm

Size:

18,5 x 23 x 4,5 cm

Material:

Wood

Material:

Wood

SENZA Garland with Kraft Photoframes

24595

Hang up the most beautiful pictures on this photo frame
garland. This item contains 12 paper frames in which you can
place photos. These can then be attached using small clothes
pegs on the cord that is provided. Also great for hanging
up Christmas cards during Christmas. The cord measures 4
metres.

Size:

13 x 18 cm

Material:

Paper, Wood & Rope
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SENZA Hyacinth Basket

24288

This practical hyacinth basket can be used for various
purposes. Of course, it can serve as a storage basket, but it is
also extremely suitable as a decorative bread basket or plant
holder. The two handles allow the basket to be moved easily.

Size:

Ø 35 x 13,5 cm

Material:

Hyacinth

SENZA Hyacinth Shallow Basket

24238

This shallow basket is made of dried hyacinth. This makes it an
ecological product. It can be used as decoration in any room
or as fruit bowl.

Size:

Ø 38,5 x 8 cm

Material:

Hyacinth

SENZA Water Hyacinth Table 38cm

24420

This round side table is recognizable by the use of dried
hyacinths, which makes this a beautiful ecologically
responsible product. The frame is easy to fold and the tray has
a diameter of 38 cm and two sturdy handles. It’s very useful as
a side table or an decoration item with all sorts of accessories.
A true eye-catcher in any interior!
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Size:

Ø 38 x 41 cm

Material:

Hyacinth

24240

SENZA Oval Hyacinth tray With
Handles Small
24376

This practical hyacinth basket can be used for various
purposes. Of course, it can serve as a storage basket, but it is
also extremely suitable as a decorative bread basket or plant
holder. The two handles allow the basket to be moved easily.

This practical hyacinth basket can be used for various
purposes. Of course, it can serve as a storage basket,
but it is also extremely suitable as a decorative bread
basket or plant holder. The two handles allow the
basket to be moved easily.

Size:

46 x 39 x 8,5 cm

Size:

50,5 x 34 x 11 cm

Material:

Hyacinth

Material:

Hyacinth

SENZA Hyacinth Organiser With Handles

24380
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SENZA Hyacinth Shallow Basket With
Handles

SENZA Hyacinth Basket With Handles

24381

This practical hyacinth basket can be used for various
purposes. Of course, it can serve as a storage basket, but it is
also extremely suitable as a decorative bread basket or plant
holder. The two handles allow the basket to be moved easily.

This practical hyacinth basket can be used for various
purposes. Of course, it can serve as a storage basket, but it is
also extremely suitable as a decorative bread basket or plant
holder. The two handles allow the basket to be moved easily.

Size:

36,5 x 22 x 18 cm

Size:

50 x 45 x 25 cm

Material:

Hyacinth

Material:

Hyacinth

SENZA Hyacinth Shallow Basket

24385

SENZA Hyacinth Shallow Basket With
Handles
24386

This practical hyacinth basket can be used for various
purposes. Of course, it can serve as a storage basket, but it is
also extremely suitable as a decorative bread basket or plant
holder. The two handles allow the basket to be moved easily.

This practical hyacinth basket can be used for various
purposes. Of course, it can serve as a storage basket, but it is
also extremely suitable as a decorative bread basket or plant
holder. The two handles allow the basket to be moved easily.

Size:

Ø 38,5 x 8 cm

Size:

Ø 46 x 39 x 8,5 cm

Material:

Hyacinth

Material:

Hyacinth
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Norländer Safety Kit

28686

This practical safety kit is filled with the basic necessities for
first aid. This bag contains various aids such as: alcohol swabs,
tape, (quick) bandages, sling, scissors, plastic tweezers, vinyl
gloves, stabbing wipes, (adhesive) plasters. A great advantage
is that the bag is light and easy to carry. The bag can be closed
with a zip.

Size:

18 x 14,5 x 3 cm

Material:

300D Polyester

Norländer Safety Blanket

28687

This fire blanket can be placed over the fire to extinguish it at
an early stage. The blanket is made of fire-resistant fibreglass
and can therefore withstand up to 550° Celsius. You can
hang up the cover easily by means of a loop at the top. The
cover can be closed at the bottom with a Velcro fastener. The
blanket is easy and quick to remove from the cover by pulling
the two cords.

Size:

29,5 x 18,5 x 2,5 cm / 100 x 100 cm

Material:

Optical Fiber

Norländer Car Safety Bag

28688

This bag has been designed to make you feel safe on the road!
It includes two reflective safety jackets, a safety hammer, a first
aid kit, a pair of gloves and a reflective warning triangle in the
lower compartment. The compartments can be closed with
a zip. There are Velcro strips on the bottom and back of the
bag so that it can easily be attached to the upholstery of the
interior.
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Size:

48 x 31 x 6 cm

Material:

300D Polyester

LAST CHANCE

24311
SENZA RPET ECO Blanket Taupe

24315
SENZA Pattern Blanket White/Gold

24314
SENZA Basic Blanket Grey

3160
Pom Pom Plaid Solid Brown

3175
Star Plaid Deluxe Grey

3203
Norländer Chiq Blanket Green

28519
SENZA Picknick Blanket Black
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3176
Square Plaid Deluxe Grey

3185
Luxury Golden Plaid

24193
SENZA Heatpack Brown

24197
SENZA Water Bottle & Socks Deluxe Grey

9013
Departures Travel Pillow

24473
SENZA Hanging Wooden Tray

24474
SENZA Rectangle Serving Tray

24479
SENZA Iron Etagere

3186
Winter Gallery Plaid

24421
SENZA Water Hyacinth Table 24cm

LAST CHANCE

24475
SENZA Metal Cardholder Black Large

24476
SENZA Metal Cardholder Black Small

24477
SENZA Metal Cardholder Frame Gold Large

24478
SENZA Metal Cardholder Frame Gold Small

24402
SENZA Metal House Shelf

24387
SENZA Asymmetric trays /3 Black

24388
SENZA Asymmetric trays /3 Grey

24389
SENZA Asymmetric trays /3 Dark Blue

9807
SENZA Xmas Tree Card Holder

24370
SENZA Wooden Edge Basket

24262
SENZA Glass Hanging Bulb 12cm

24263
SENZA Square Glass/Wood Star Candleholder
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LAST CHANCE

24181
SENZA Collector Adventure

8338
Iron Basket with Handles Black

24207
SENZA Urban Jungle Candle Light Tray
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8282
Felt Card Belt

8285
Felt Wall Organizer Grey

24205
SENZA Urban Jungle Gifts Bag

24212
SENZA Urban Jungle Memoboard

8286
Felt Newspaper Stand Grey

8287
Felt Bucket Grey

LAST CHANCE

24180
SENZA Beer/Wine Lid Collector

9805
SENZA Wired Candle Holder (incl. glass)

24184
SENZA Belly Basket Black/Gold

9806
SENZA House Candle Holder (incl. glass)

24185
SENZA Belly Basket Black/Silver

24178
SENZA Vibes Block Candle Holder
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KUMAI Shadow Musk Bodylotion
120ML
A8011002

A8011005

This vegan body lotion moisturises and softens the skin.
Thanks to the mild and organic ingredients, it is suitable for
all skin types. The body lotion has a special scent of pine,
musk and wood. The beautiful black and gold tube makes it a
perfect gift to give or receive.

This nourishing vegan hand cream moisturises the skin and
ensures silky-soft hands. The hand cream is quickly absorbed
and does not feel greasy. Thanks to the mild and natural
ingredients, the cream is suitable for every skin type. The hand
cream has a wonderful scent of pine, musk and wood. The
golden box makes it a perfect gift to give or receive.

Size:

3,5 x 3,5 x 16,8 cm

Size:

2,8 x 4,5 x 14,6 cm

Material:

HDPE 2

Material:

HDPE 2 & Carton

KUMAI Shadow Musk Massage Oil
50ML
A8011006

KUMAI Shadow Musk Handsoap
225ML
A8011065

This vegan massage oil moisturises the skin and improves
blood circulation during the massage. The oil provides
intensive care and is slowly absorbed. Perfect for relaxing
and unwinding. The massage oil has a delicious scent of pine,
musk and wood and is suitable for all skin types thanks to
its mild and natural ingredients. The golden box makes it a
perfect gift to give or receive.

This vegan hand soap will not only cleanse your hands, but
also provide care! The hand soap has a wonderful scent of
pine, musk and wood for clean and soft hands and is suitable
for all skin types, thanks to the mild and organic ingredients.
The beautiful bottle will certainly not look out of place in the
kitchen or bathroom. The golden box makes it a perfect gift
to give or receive.

Size:

3,2 x 3,2 x 9,2 cm

Size:

4,8 x 4,8 x 19,1 cm

Material:

PET

Material:

PET

KUMAI Shadow Musk Shampoo
480ML
A8011071
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KUMAI Shadow Musk Handcream
70ML

KUMAI Shadow Musk Bodywash
480ML
A8011072

This vegan shampoo cares and cleanses your hair. The
shampoo gives your hair a natural shine and makes it smooth.
Thanks to the delicious pine scent with musk and wood
aromas, your hair smells great after a wash. The black and
gold bottle makes it a great gift to give or receive. Perfect for
any bathroom!

This vegan shower gel nourishes the skin intensively and
protects it from drying out. The shower gel cleanses and
moisturises. The mild ingredients make it suitable for all skin
types. The shower gel has a delicious pine scent with touches
of musk and wood. The beautiful bottle makes it a nice gift to
give or receive. Perfect for any bathroom!

Size:

5,8 x 5,8 x 24,5 cm

Size:

5,8 x 5,8 x 24,5 cm

Material:

PET

Material:

PET

A8011097

This luxury vegan travel set contains shampoo, body lotion,
body wash and hand lotion. The tubes have a volume of 35ml
and are therefore perfect for hand luggage. Because of the
mild ingredients, the set is suitable for every skin type. All
products have a delicious pine scent with touches of musk
and wood. The beautiful show box makes it a perfect gift to
give or receive.

Size:

22,1 x 10,1 x 3,4 cm

Material:

HDPE 2 & Carton

WELLNESS

KUMAI Shadow Musk Travelset
4x35ML
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WELLNESS

KUMAI Silky Mist Bodycream
200ML
A8033016

A8033020

This luxurious vegan body cream protects and nourishes
the skin. The cream is enriched with Fair Trade shea butter
which helps to repair and nourish the skin. The cream has
a wonderful scent of rosemary, magnolia and jasmine and is
suitable for all skin types because of its mild ingredients. An
essential for every bathroom.

This luxurious vegan shower foam cleanses and nourishes
your skin. The foam leaves the skin silky smooth and protects
against dehydration. The shower foam has a wonderful aroma
of rosemary, magnolia and jasmine and is suitable for all skin
types thanks to its mild ingredients. An essential for every
bathroom.

Size:

6,6 x 6,6 x 7,5 cm

Size:

5 x 5 x 18 cm

Material:

PET

Material:

Aluminium & Plastic

KUMAI Silky Mist Bodywash Scrub
150ML
A8033021

KUMAI Silky Mist Handcream
50ML
A8033024

This vegan scrub cleanses and cares effectively, making the
skin feel softer immediately. The scrub has a wonderful scent
of rosemary, magnolia and jasmine and is suitable for all skin
types thanks to its mild ingredients. An essential for every
bathroom.

This nourishing vegan hand cream moisturises the skin and
leaves the hands silky smooth. The hand cream is quickly
absorbed and does not feel greasy. Thanks to its mild
ingredients, it is suitable for all skin types. The small size of the
tube makes it perfect for travelling.

Size:

4,6 x 7,7 x 14,6 cm

Size:

2,7 x 4,5 x 11,6 cm

Material:

HDPE 2

Material:

HDPE 2

KUMAI Silky Mist Hand Soap
475ML
A8033065
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KUMAI Silky Mist Bodyfoam
200ML

KUMAI Silky Mist Shampoo
200ML
A8033071

A vegan hand soap that does not only clean your hands
perfectly, but also cares for them. With its lovely scent of
rosemary, magnolia and jasmine, the product ensures clean
and soft hands and is suitable for all skin types thanks to its
mild ingredients. The beautiful bottle will certainly not look out
of place in the kitchen or bathroom. The hand soap can be
combined with the hand lotion from the Silky Mist line.

This vegan shampoo cares and cleanses your hair. The
shampoo gives your hair a natural shine and makes it soft.
Thanks to the wonderful scent of rosemary, magnolia and
jasmine, your hair will smell lovely after every wash. Perfect
for every bathroom.

Size:

7 x 7 x 19 cm

Size:

4,6 x 7,6 x 17,5 cm

Material:

PET

Material:

PET

A8033074

KUMAI Silky Mist Travelset
4x40ML
A8033097

This nourishing hand lotion moisturises the skin and leaves
your hands silky smooth. The lotion absorbs quickly and does
not feel greasy. The lotion has a wonderful scent of rosemary,
magnolia and jasmine and is suitable for all skin types because
of its mild ingredients. The hand lotion can be combined with
the handsoap from the Silky Mist line.

This luxury vegan travel set contains shampoo, body
lotion, body wash and hand lotion. The bottles have a
volume of 40 ml and are therefore ideal to take along
in your hand luggage. The mild ingredients make them
suitable for all skin types. All products have a lovely
scent of rosemary, magnolia and jasmine. The beautiful
showcase makes it a perfect gift to give or receive.

Size:

7 x 7 x 19 cm

Size:

13 x 3,2 x 8 cm

Material:

PET

Material:

PET & Carton

WELLNESS

KUMAI Silky Mist Handlotion
475ML
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WELLNESS

KUMAI Dark Cypress Handcream
75ML
A8044002

A8044020

This nourishing vegan hand cream moisturises the skin and
leaves your hands silky smooth. The hand cream is quickly
absorbed and does not feel greasy. The hand cream has a
special scent of musk, jasmine and roses and is suitable for all
skin types thanks to its mild ingredients.

This luxurious vegan shower foam cleanses and cares for your
skin. The foam leaves the skin silky smooth and also protects
it from drying out. The bodyfoam has a wonderful smell of
musk, jasmine and roses and is suitable for all skin types
thanks to its mild ingredients. Unmissable in every bathroom.

Size:

3,2 x 5,3 x 13,5 cm

Size:

5 x 5 x 18 cm

Material:

HDPE 2

Material:

Aluminium & Plastic

KUMAI Dark Cypress Giftbox Handsoap &
Handlotion
A8044043

KUMAI Dark Cypress Handsoap
300ML
A8044065

This luxury vegan gift box does not only contain a handsoap
and hand lotion, but also a soap dish to display the bottles.
This way, the set looks even more elegant in the kitchen
or bathroom! The soap and lotion are both made of mild
ingredients, making them suitable for every skin type. The
set provides ultimate hydration and care for the hands. The
products have a refreshing scent of musk, jasmine and roses.
The show case makes it a perfect gift to give or receive.

This vegan hand soap will not only cleanse your hands, but
also provide care! The hand soap has a wonderful scent of
musk, jasmine and roses for clean and soft hands and is
suitable for all skin types, thanks to the mild and organic
ingredients. The beautiful bottle will certainly not look out
of place in the kitchen or bathroom. The hand soap can be
combined with the hand lotion from the Dark Cypress line.

Size:

18,5 x 11 x 18 cm

Size:

6 x 6 x 18 cm

Material:

Carton, Plastic & HDPE 2

Material:

HDPE 2

KUMAI Dark Cypress Shampoo
500ML
A8044071
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KUMAI Dark Cypress Bodyfoam
200ML

KUMAI Dark Cypress Bodywash
500ML
A8044072

This vegan shampoo cares for and cleans your hair. The
shampoo gives your hair a natural shine and smoothness.
Thanks to the scent of musk, jasmine and roses, your hair
will smell lovely after every wash. The black and white bottle
makes it a great gift to give or receive.

This vegan shower gel nourishes the skin intensively and
protects it from drying out. The shower gel has a wonderful
aroma of musk, jasmine and roses and is suitable for all skin
types thanks to the use of mild ingredients. The beautiful
bottle makes it a perfect gift to give or receive.

Size:

6,5 x 6,5 x 18,6 cm

Size:

6,5 x 6,5 x 18,6 cm

Material:

HDPE 2

Material:

HDPE 2

A8044074

KUMAI Dark Cypress Travelset
4x 35ML
A8044097

This nourishing vegan hand lotion moisturises the skin and
leaves your hands silky smooth. The lotion absorbs quickly
and does not feel greasy. The lotion has a wonderful scent
of musk, jasmine and roses and is suitable for all skin types
because of the use of mild ingredients. You can combine the
product with the handsoap from the Dark Cypress line.

This luxury vegan travel set contains shampoo, body
lotion, body wash and hand lotion. The tubes have a
volume of 35ml and are therefore ideal to carry in your
hand luggage. The mild ingredients make them suitable
for all skin types. All products have a lovely scent of
musk, jasmine and roses. The beautiful showcase
makes it a perfect gift to give or receive.

Size:

6 x 6 x 18 cm

Size:

22,1 x 10,1 x 3,4 cm

Material:

HDPE 2

Material:

HDPE 2 & Carton

WELLNESS

KUMAI Dark Cypress Handlotion
300ML
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WELLNESS

KUMAI Citrus Groove Roomspray
200ML
A8022013

This luxurious vegan room spray adds a wonderful fragrance
to any interior. Thanks to the refreshing scent of musk, wood
and citrus, you can create a unique scent and a relaxing
atmosphere at home. The beautiful bottle makes it a perfect
gift to give or receive.

Size:

6,7 x 3,4 x 15,8 cm

Material:

PET

KUMAI Citrus Groove Bodycream
200ML
A8022016

This luxurious vegan body cream protects and nourishes the
skin. The cream is enriched with Fair Trade shea butter which
helps to repair and deeply nourish the skin. The cream has a
refreshing scent of musk, wood and citrus and is suitable for
all skin types. An essential product in every bathroom!

Size:

6,6 x 6,6 x 7,5 cm

Material:

PET

KUMAI Citrus Groove Giftbox Handsoap &
Handlotion
A8022043

This luxury vegan gift box does not only contain a handsoap
and hand lotion, but also a soap dish to display the bottles.
This way, the set looks even more elegant in the kitchen
or bathroom! The soap and lotion are both made of mild
ingredients, making them suitable for every skin type. The
set provides ultimate hydration and care for the hands. The
products have a refreshing scent of musk, wood and citrus.
The show case makes it a perfect gift to give or receive.
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Size:

18,5 x 7,5 x 16,5 cm

Material:

Carton, Plastic & PET

A8022071

KUMAI Citrus Groove Bodywash
150ML
A8022072

This vegan shampoo cares and cleanses your hair. The
shampoo gives your hair a natural shine and makes it smooth.
Thanks to the delicious pine scent with musk and wood
aromas, your hair smells great after a wash. The black and
gold bottle makes it a great gift to give or receive. Perfect for
any bathroom!

This vegan shower gel nourishes the skin intensively
and protects it from drying out. The shower gel
cleanses and moisturises. The mild ingredients make
it suitable for all skin types. The shower gel has a
delicious pine scent with musk and wood. The beautiful
showcase makes it a nice gift to give or receive. Perfect
for any bathroom!

Size:

3,6 x 6,1 x 17,5 cm

Size:

3,6 x 6,1 x 17,5 cm

Material:

HDPE 2

Material:

HDPE 2

WELLNESS

KUMAI Citrus Groove Shampoo
150ML
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WELLNESS

Norländer Bathrobe Home Buddy

3144

This soft fleece bathrobe is a one size fits all and uni-sex
robe, suitable for man and woman. Perfect for home-use or
a day at the sauna.

SENZA Fishbone Bathrobe

24330

24331

24332

This wonderful luxury bathrobe fits everyone. Ideal after a
relaxing bath or a visit to the sauna. You can relax with this
bathrobe. The bathrobe is made of high-quality material and
suitable for both men and women.

Size:

29 x 42 x 9 cm / One size fits all

Material:

Polyester
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Size:

29 x 34 x 6 cm / One size fits all

Material:

Polyester

WELLNESS

KUMAI Slippers

A8066021

A8066022

KUMAI Shower Flower

A8066047

A8066048

These beautiful slippers are wonderfully soft and therefore
also suitable for sensitive skin. Get a wellness/hotel feeling at
home! The closed toe-part ensures that your feet stay nice
and warm. Also great to take along on a trip.

This shower flower makes shower gel last much longer and
foam up wonderfully. The rough material provides a light
scrubbing effect. The skin feels softer immediately after
showering. The cord makes it easy to hang up the sponge.

Size:

31 x 10,4 x 4,5 cm

Size:

10,5 x 10,5 x 10,5 cm

Material:

EVA Sole & Cotton

Material:

Plastic
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WELLNESS
KUMAI Savage Peak Shampoo
500ML
A8055071

KUMAI Savage Peak Bodywash
500ML
A8055072

This vegan shampoo cares and cleanses your hair intensively.
The shampoo gives your hair a natural shine and smoothness.
Thanks to the scent of musk, peach and bergamot, your hair
will smell lovely after every wash. The use of mild ingredients
makes the shampoo suitable for all skin types. The black pump
bottle with illustration makes it a perfect gift to give or receive.

This vegan shower gel nourishes the skin intensively and
protects it from drying out. The lotion has a wonderful scent
of musk, peach and bergamot and is suitable for all skin types
thanks to the use of mild ingredients. The black pump bottle
with illustration makes it a perfect gift to give or receive.

Size:

7,3 x 7,3 x 17,8 cm

Size:

7,3 x 7,3 x 17,8 cm

Material:

PET

Material:

PET
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A9011001

KUMAI Special Gift Hair & Bodywash
200ML
A9011002

This vegan hand soap doesn’t just cleanse the hands,
it cares for them too! It has a delicious lemongrass
scent for clean and soft hands and is suitable for all
skin types, thanks to its mild and organic ingredients.
*Tip: This item fits perfectly with the Special Gift line of
Tastemakers.

This vegan hair & body wash is an all-in-one product
for under the shower with a delicious fragrance of
lemongrass. The product gently cleanses the skin and
leaves the hair shiny. The hair & body wash is suitable
for daily use.

Size:

4,5 x 4,5 x 18 cm

Size:

4,5 x 4,5 x 18 cm

Material:

PET

Material:

PET

WELLNESS

KUMAI Special Gift Handsoap
200ML

KUMAI Thank You Handsoap
200ML
A9011003

This vegan hand soap doesn’t just cleanse the hands, it cares
for them too! The hand soap provides clean and soft hands
with a wonderful fragrance of lemongrass and is suitable
for all skin types thanks to its mild and organic ingredients.
*Tip: This item fits perfectly with the Thank You line of
Tastemakers.

Size:

4,5 x 4,5 x 18 cm

Material:

PET

KUMAI Thank You Hair & Bodywash
200ML
A9011004

This vegan hair & body wash is an all-in-one product for
under the shower with a delicious fragrance of lemongrass.
The product gently cleanses the skin and leaves the hair
shiny. The hair & body wash is suitable for daily use.
*Tip: This item fits perfectly with the Thank You line of
Tastemakers.

Size:

4,5 x 4,5 x 18 cm

Material:

PET
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PARTY & SEASONAL

for parties, christmas and new years eve
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PARTY & SEASONAL

SENZA Party Poppers

12993

12994

12995

These Party Poppers are a must for any festive
occasion. By turning the bottom of the poppers, the
spring inside them is activated. It shoots gold and
silver confetti strings.
*Note: This is not a firework!

SENZA Foil Balloons Party

12996

Size:

14 x 11 x 3,8 cm / Ø 3,8 x 10,5 cm

Material:

Carton & Foil

SENZA Foil Balloon Photo Frame Gold

12997

It’s party time! This golden letter balloon brings atmosphere to
every party. The balloon contains the word “PARTY” and is easy
to inflate with the included air hose.

Foil balloon in the shape of a photo frame. Make your picture
last forever with this fun item. The foil balloon is easy to
inflate with the supplied inflator.
* Nice to combine with article 13026 - SENZA Photoprops
Twenties and article 12956 - SENZA Photoprops Cheers.

Size:

50 x 125 cm

Size:

100 x 85 cm

Material:

Foil

Material:

Foil

SENZA Confetti Balloons Gold /6

13010

These balloons are a gold party by themselves! Can be inflated
directly with air. They are transparent and filled with goldcoloured confetti in the shape of a star. The set contains 6
balloons.

Size:

30 cm

Material:

Latex & Foil
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PARTY & SEASONAL

SENZA Partystick 35 cm

12973

12974

With this party stick the party can really start. The confetti flies
around when you swing this 35 cm long stick back and forth.
The confetti is gold and silver colored and can therefore be
used at any festive occasion.

SENZA Party Popper XL

12977

12978

This Party Popper XL shouldn’t be missing at any festive
occasion. By turning at the bottom, the spring is activated on
the inside. This causes the gold and silver colored confetti
strings to be fired.
*Note: This is not a firework!

SENZA Table Confetti

12963

12964

This organza bag contains merry Christmas confetti that you
can use to decorate your dining table. Simply sprinkle the
confetti over the table and let it create an atmospheric scene.
Of course this bag with Christmas symbols is also suitable for
other decoration purposes.

Size:

35 cm

Size:

Ø 5 x 30 cm

Size:

9,5 x 14 x 1 cm

Material:

Carton & Foil

Material:

Carton & Foil

Material:

Plastic
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12998

SENZA Foil Balloon Happy NY Champagne XL

12951

Foil balloon in the shape of a beer glass. Nice gift for a beer
package or a men’s birthday party. The balloon is also very
nice for a beer tasting. The foil balloon is easy to inflate with
the supplied inflator.

Happy New Year! This foil balloon cheers everyone up
during the holidays. The balloon can be blown up with
an included straw.

Size:

70 x 55 cm

Size:

88 cm

Material:

Foil

Material:

Foil

SENZA Photo Props NYE

12954

PARTY & SEASONAL

SENZA Foil Balloon Beer Glass

SENZA Photoprops Cheers

12956

You are the center of attention when you’ve got these hilarious
“Photo Props”. These funny and trendy photo items are
provided with New Year’s Eve related images which are stuck
on a stick. One set provides ten hilarious images, so you and
you’re friends have enough choice to make a photo funnier.

You’re the centre of attention during every occasion with
these hilarious “Photo Props”. These fun trendy photo items
are glued to a stick. A set consists a total of ten pieces, so
you’ve got enough choice to pimp your photo!

Size:

30 x 19 x 0,5 cm

Size:

27 x 17,5 x 0,5 cm

Material:

Paper & Wood

Material:

Paper & Wood

This set is suitable for sending by mail and can therefore
pass through any letterbox.

SENZA Photoprops Twenties

13026

Steal the show with these hilarious “Photo Props” at any
occasion. These fun trendy photo items are glued to a stick.
A set consists of 10 pieces in total, which gives you enough
choice to pimp your photo!
* Nice to combine with article 12997 –SENZA Foil Balloon
Photo Frame Gold.

Size:

33 x 23 x 1 cm

Material:

Paper & Wood
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PARTY & SEASONAL

SENZA Paper Tree

13022

13023

13024

13025

This lovely decorative piece cannot be missed on the dinner
table during the holidays. You can unfold the tree yourself
and place it on the stand. The wooden trunk acts as a base,
keeping it firmly in place.

Size:

15,5 x 15,5 x 32 cm

Material:

Paper & Wood
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PARTY & SEASONAL

SENZA Paper Glitter Xmas Tree

24472

24482

24483

24484

This decorative Christmas tree should not be missing during
holidays. The paper Christmas tree can be expanded into a
3D model which is also provided with a subtle glitter layer.
The Christmas tree remains expanded by means of small
magnets.

Size:

Ø 20,5 x 24 cm

Material:

Paper
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PARTY & SEASONAL

SENZA XMAS Tree in a Box

13012

13013

Never worry about pine needles on the ground (or on the
table) again with this “Christmas Tree In A Box” by SENZA. Take
the Christmas tree out of the gift box and decorate it with
the included Christmas balls and LED lights. The base of the
artificial tree is reinforced and neatly concealed by a jute layer,
so it can stand solidly.
A good Christmas atmosphere at home is guaranteed with
this tree!
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Size:

52 x 12,5 x 12,5 cm / 52 x 36 x 36 cm

Material:

Plastic & Jute

PARTY & SEASONAL

SENZA Garland With Photo Clips

12965

12966

This 10-piece set with mini clips is decorated with Christmas
trees and reindeer. A cord is included with the set so you can
hang all your Christmas cards on it. Of course you can also
use the clips to hang your most beautiful Christmas photos.
* Great in combination with the metal Christmas card
holders (24475 - 24478).

SENZA Garland with Paper Christmas Trees

24596

24597

24598

This cheerful Garland with Paper Christmas Trees is
guaranteed to create a warm Christmas atmosphere. The
garland has a length of 3.20 metres and contains a total of
30 paper Christmas trees. A great way to decorate your living
room, for example.

Size:

16,5 x 16,5 x 2 cm / 300cm

Size:

18 x 13 x 0,5 cm / 320 cm

Material:

Wood

Material:

Paper
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SENZA Wooden Advent Calendar

13015
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SENZA Wooden Christmas hangers

24419

Are you looking forward to Christmas too? With this lovely
advent calendar, the countdown can begin. You can put the
wooden reindeer on the corresponding day. This wooden
advent calendar also contains a tea light holder, which gives
the calendar extra ambiance. The advent calendar is supplied
with a tea light.

This 9-piece set with wooden Christmas houses will look great
on any Christmas tree. The houses contain a string, so you can
decide where you want to decorate your house.

Size:

35 x 4 x 3,5 cm

Size:

17,5 x 11,5 x 1,5 cm

Material:

Wood & Metal

Material:

Wood

13027

13028

13029

This atmospheric and reusable window stickers in the
shape of a City, Christmas tree or Christmas balls gives
an incredibly warm welcome feeling during the cold
winter days. The sticker is easy to apply on the window
and of course to remove after the holidays.

Size:

Ø 5,5 x 55 cm / 54 x 72 cm

Material:

PVC

PARTY & SEASONAL

SENZA Window Sticker
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LAST CHANCE
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12942
SENZA 3D Star Gold

12944
SENZA 3D Star White

12945
SENZA 3D Star Black

3191
Christmas Storage Bag Red

3193
Christmas Storage Bag Black

3195
Christmas Storage Bag Deluxe Taupe

12910
Christmas Pendant MDF

12911
Christmas Pendant Felt

17471
Kerstzak Actief Genieten

LAST CHANCE

12948
SENZA Foil Balloons XMAS Silver

12949
SENZA Foil Balloons XMAS Gold

12941
XMAS Tree Felt Decoration

12914
Wooden Deer Head

12961
SENZA Paper Table Deco Silver /30

12962
SENZA Paper Table Deco Gold /30

12905
Build your own Santa Claus

12967
SENZA Star Foil Balloon Silver

12968
SENZA Star Foil Balloon Gold
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FUN & GAMES
f u n
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p r o d u c t s

f o r

a l l

a g e s

13000

Is luck on your side and will your pawns reach the home base
first? Then you are the winner of this fun family game “Winning
Moves”. The game can be played with up to 4 people. The
game tiles come in a handy storage bag and the inside of the
box can be used as a game board.

Size:

25 x 25 x 3,2 cm

Material:

Carton & Wood

FUN & GAMES

SENZA Winning Moves

SENZA Criss Crass Cross

13001

We all grew up with noughts and crosses, because it is a great
game to play. The aim is to get 3 of the same symbols in a
row and beat your opponent. The game tiles come in a handy
storage bag, the lid serves as the playing field.

Size:

15 x 15 x 3 cm

Material:

Carton & Wood

SENZA Five of a Kind

13002

This classic board game will get you through the evening with
ease. Everybody knows the game where you have to throw the
maximum score with 5 dice. The game comes with a notebook
to keep track of all the scores. The lid of the box is lined with
black velvet so it can be used to roll the dice.

Size:

20 x 20 x 3 cm

Material:

Carton, Felt & Plastic
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FUN & GAMES

SENZA Five Dice

13011

Challenge your friends and family to a dice game! The game
consists of a dice cup, five wooden dice and a score pad. Due
to its compact size, the set is easy to take with you so you can
play it anytime, anywhere.

Size:

15,5 x 11,5 x 4,5 cm

Material:

Wood, Paper & Plastic

SENZA Houten Bordspel

13014

This Old Dutch wooden boardgame of Keezen is equipped
with a double-sided game board and is suitable for 2 to 6
players. This should guarantee an entertaining game night!
The game consists of 1 keez board, 24 pawns and 2 sets of
playing cards. Will you be the first to move all your pawns into
the home area?

Size:

40 x 40 x 1,5 cm

Material:

Wood

SENZA Shuffle Battle

13016

The aim of this game is to get your coloured discs onto the
opponent’s field as quickly as possible. By means of the elastic
band, you shoot the discs through the narrow opening to the
other side. The first player to run out of discs wins the game!
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Size:

29 x 54 x 3 cm

Material:

Pinewood

12971

A popular party game that everyone knows! Take
away as many sticks as possible without moving the
remaining sticks. This game requires focus and spatial
awareness. A fun nostalgic game for any age!

Size:

6,5 x 39 x 2,5 cm

Material:

Wood

FUN & GAMES

SENZA Mikado Game

SENZA Wooden Tower Game

12972

Excitement and sensation with this fun block tower game.
Remove a wooden block every turn. A dice is used to determine
which color of the block must be removed. Whoever drops the
tower, loses the game!

Size:

5,5 x 5,5 x 19 cm

Material:

Wood

SENZA Jumping Bag Game

13021

With this fun jumping-bag game, the kids will have a great
time. The game consists of a total of 4 jumping bags with a
Merry Christmas print, as well as a start/finish line. Who will be
first across the finish line? Get ready and ... GO!

Size:

20,5 x 14,5 x 6 cm / 67,5 x 48 cm

Material:

Polyester
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FUN & GAMES

SENZA Cardgame Borrelspel

13017

12955

This drinking game is the ideal game for fun conversations
or while having a few drinks. This game contains 20 tasty
cocktail recipes, 20 delicious drink recipes and 60 fun facts
and questions about everything that has to do with drinking.
Find out which snack goes best with a drink and learn about
new flavours.

The nicest stories come from fun questions. This “zal het
toch maar vragen” – questions game for young and old is a
guarantee for a fun evening to get to know each other (even)
better. With the playing cards you ask each other original
funny, but also serious questions. Each game contains
50 playing cards with a total of 100 different questions.

“Only available in Dutch.

“Only available in Dutch.

Size:

10,7 x 5,8 x 1,9 cm

Size:

Ø 11 x 14,5 cm

Material:

Carton & Paper

Material:

Glass & Paper

SENZA Cardgame Family & Friends

13018

SENZA Question Game CMPLMNT

12979

Funny questions lead to the most beautiful stories. This
Friends & Family game for all ages is a guarantee for an
enjoyable evening and to get to know each other (even)
better. The playing cards allow you to ask each other original,
funny, but also serious questions. Each game contains 50
playing cards with a total of 100 different questions.

The best stories come from fun questions. This question
game for young and old is a guarantee for a fun evening to
get to know each other (even) better. With the playing cards
you ask each other original, funny, but also serious questions.
Each game contains 50 playing cards with a total of 100
different questions.

“Only available in Dutch.

“Only available in Dutch.

Size:

10,7 x 5,8 x 1,9 cm

Size:

Ø 10 x 14 cm

Material:

Carton & Paper

Material:

Glass & Paper

SENZA Cardgame Samen Offline

13019

Funny questions lead to the most beautiful stories. This Samen
Offline game for all ages is a guarantee for a fun evening and
to get to know each other (even) better. The playing cards
allow you to ask each other original, funny, but also serious
questions. Each game contains 50 playing cards with a total of
100 different questions.
“Only available in Dutch.
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SENZA Zal Het Toch Maar Vragenspel

Size:

10,7 x 5,8 x 1,9 cm

Material:

Carton & Paper

12991

This SENZA Weet jij het? card game is a challenging
game in which you have to describe and guess
concepts in several teams before the time runs out. To
make the game even more exciting, there is a bonus
term on each card to win extra points for your team.
Each game consists of 50 double-sided playing cards
with a total of 500 terms, a 40-second hourglass and a
dice to determine the side of the card.

Size:

8 x 8 x 13,5 cm

Material:

Glass, Paper & Plastic

FUN & GAMES

SENZA Weet jij het? Card Game

SENZA Prosecco Pong

12992

A nice glass of Prosecco is always appreciated, but with this
fun Prosecco Pong game it becomes a real challenge. The one
who scores decides whether the other must drink. The game
comes with 12 plastic Prosecco glasses and 3 black ping pong
balls.

Size:

17 x 18 x 8,5 cm

Material:

Plastic

SENZA Inflatable Reindeer Game

13020

It’s going to be fun and games with this inflatable reindeer
game. Put the reindeer’s antlers on your head so that
your opponents can throw rings. Fun and entertainment
guaranteed. Can you get the most rings in? If so, you are the
winner!

Size:

14,5 x 16,5 x 4 cm / 94,5 x 20,5 cm

Material:

Plastic
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FUN & GAMES
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SENZA Krasposter Toerist in eigen Land

13003

SENZA Krasposter Proeflokaal

13004

Holland offers so many beautiful cities and sights that you
really should visit them all. This original scratch poster makes
it easy for you to see which places you have already seen
and which are still on your To-Do list. There are a total of 100
locations on the poster, all of which have a layer of scratch on
them. This way you can scratch open all the locations that you
have visited so far.

This original scratch poster allows you to keep track of the
delicious dishes and drinks you have consumed. There are a
total of 100 delicacies that everyone should have tasted. The
boxes have a scratch layer that you scratch open when you
have eaten or drunk it. Which of these delicacies makes your
mouth water?

Size:

57 x 8,5 x 7,5 cm / 55 x 80 cm

Size:

57 x 8,5 x 7,5 cm / 55 x 80 cm

Material:

Paper

Material:

Paper

12946

FUN & GAMES

SENZA Magic Children Colorbook

SENZA XXXXL Colouring poster

12957

With this magic colorbook, children will be sweet for hours.
The accompanying magic marker can be filled with water. With
this you can make all hidden drawings, colors and shapes
visible. These become invisible again over time, so you can
enjoy this coloring book for a long time.

The children will be happy for a while with this XXXXL
coloring page. This coloring page has the size of a
table top (150 x 80 cm). This means there is enough
room to color with the whole family at the same time.
The coloring page is suitable for colored pencils,
crayons, markers or paint.
* Combine this item with the colored pencils (12959).

Size:

19,5 x 16 x 1,5 cm

Size:

30 x 21 x 1,5 cm / 150 x 80 cm

Material:

Paper

Material:

Paper

SENZA Color Pencils /10

12959

This set of colored pencils consists a total of 10 pencils. The
pencils are supplied in an original kraft package.
* Combine this item with the XXXXL coloring poster (12957)
, the adult coloring book (12958) or the World Travel Map
(12960).

Secret UV Color Pen

17864

Size:

7,5 x 18 x 0,8 cm

Material:

Wood

SENZA World Travel Map

12960

With this magical UV Colour Pencil, you can write secret
messages that no one else can read! The pen has “magic”
transparent ink. By using the UV light of the pen, you can
reveal your message.

With this personal world map you can indicate where you’ve
been or what your next destination will be. You can color the
countries yourself and with the supplied stickers you can, for
example, mark your next trip.
* Combine this item with the colored pencils (12959).

Size:

Ø 1,5 x 13,2 cm

Size:

10,5 x 30 x 0,4 cm / 60 x 30 cm

Material:

Plastic

Material:

Paper
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LAST CHANCE

10972
Norländer Shoe Spikes

12980
Question Game Driving Home for Christmas
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17110
Snowball maker Gold

12923
Puzzel van de Boerin

12983
Snowball Maker Driving Home for Christmas

12931
SENZA Dream Moneypot #Adventure

12932
SENZA Dream Moneypot Hollands Spaarpotje

FUN & GAMES
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ELECTRONICS
LISTEN ,

188

CHARGE ,

WORK

AND

EN J OY

38515

Stylish Bluetooth headphones with Noise cancelling.
These headphones can be connected via Bluetooth
to multiple devices such as a phone, tablet or laptop.

ELECTRONICS

BRAINZ NC Wireless Headphone Black

The noise cancelling mutes distracting background
noise. This means that you are completely in your own
world while listening to music. Furthermore, the overear adjustable headphones have a flexible fit and soft
ear pads. You can control the volume and music using
the buttons on the right side. The black-rubber coating
on the headphones gives them a classy look.
Size:

19 x 17 x 7,5 cm

Material:

Synthetic

BRAINZ Bluetooth Headphone

38512

38513

This comfortable wireless and bluetooth headphone is perfect
to use on the train, at work or while sporting. This headphone
can be adjusted in size. Because of the leather ear cushions,
this headphone is still comfortable for a longer period of time.
Including USB charging cable.

Size:

19 x 17 x 3 cm

Material:

ABS / ABS & Bamboo
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ELECTRONICS

BRAINZ Bluetooth Earbuds

38510
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38511

BRAINZ Bluetooth Earbuds
(Mailbox gift)
38517

38518

No more annoying tangled wires with these wireless earbuds.
Lightweight and with a good sound experience, music can
be enjoyed for 2 to 3 hours. It takes an hour before the
earbuds are fully charged. The case has a multifunctional
function because it stores and recharges the earbuds.

Never worry about tangled wires again, thanks to these
wireless earbuds. Lightweight and with a good sound
experience, music can be enjoyed for up to 2 or 3 hours.
Then it will take one hour before it is fully charged. The case
is multifunctional because it stores and charges the earbuds.

Connection is possible via Bluetooth, so it’s suitable
for almost all bluetooth devices. This high quality
product produces an outstanding sound quality.

It can be connected through Bluetooth, which makes it
suitable for almost all Bluetooth devices. This product
represents excellent value for money and this results in a
high-quality product with a very good sound quality.

Size:

9,5 x 9,5 x 3,5 cm

Size:

9,5 x 5,6 x 2,7 cm

Material:

ABS

Material:

ABS

ELECTRONICS

BRAINZ Bluetooth Wheat Straw
Earbuds (Mailbox gift)
38514

Never worry about tangled wires again, thanks
to these wireless earbuds. Lightweight and with
a good sound experience, music can be enjoyed
for up to 2 or 3 hours. Then it will take one hour
before it is fully charged. The case is multifunctional
because it stores and charges the earbuds.
It can be connected through Bluetooth, which makes it
suitable for almost all Bluetooth devices. This product
represents excellent value for money and this results in
a high-quality product with a very good sound quality.
Size:

9,5 x 5,6 x 2,7 cm

Material:

Wheat Straw

BRAINZ Bluetooth Wheat Straw Speaker &
Wireless Charger
38526

Wireless and durable Bluetooth speaker with wireless
charging function made of wheatstraw material. This is a great
speaker to listen to your favourite music at home or on the
go! Equipped with handy carrying handle. Does your phone
have wireless charging (QI technology)? If so, this speaker can
also charge your phone wirelessly. Just put your phone on top
of the speaker.
Please note that wireless charging requires the speaker itself
to be connected to a power source.
Size:

10,5 x 5,5 x 5,7 cm

Material:

Wheat Straw

BRAINZ Wheat Straw Powerbank 8.000mAh

38535

Powerbank in a casing made of wheatgrass and ABS material.
Equipped with LED indicators that display the current energy
level. The size is a convenient pocket format, making it easy
to take this powerbank with you. The powerbank also comes
with matching cables. The capacity of the power bank is
sufficient enough to fully charge an average mobile phone at
least two and a half times. Comes in an attractive packaging
made of environmentally friendly kraft material.
Capacity: 8000mAh
Size:

12,5 x 7 x 1,7 cm

Material:

Wheat Straw
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ELECTRONICS

BRAINZ Rythm Speaker

38529

BRAINZ Speaker

38525

Cool speaker, lightweight and easy to take anywhere, at any
time! Practical model which also includes a phone holder. The
battery capacity allows you to use the speaker for a period of
at least 4 hours. The speaker has a number of buttons on the
bottom to control your music.

Small but strong is the best description for this speaker. A very
nice and clear sound for a compact speaker. Easy to operate
with push buttons on the speaker itself. Due to the handy size
and slim design, this speaker really stands out everywhere.
The side and back have got a nice rubber finish.

Furthermore, it is fitted with an integrated smartphone stand
and a hands-free microphone for making and receiving calls.

Size:

Ø 10 x 11 cm

Size:

10,5 x 4 x 7 cm

Material:

ABS

Material:

ABS

BRAINZ Tube Speaker

38521

38522

Small bluetooth speaker with a rechargeable battery. Also
equipped with a SD port for playing MP3 files.
The speaker has an elegant rubber or bamboo finish. As an
extra, the music is also controllable on the speaker itself.
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Size:

Ø 6 x 5 cm

Material:

ABS & Bamboo / ABS

38527

BRAINZ Woofer Speaker

38528

The most atmospheric and fun Bluetooth speaker! The
speaker reacts to the music creating a trendy light show.
It can also be used as a light in different colours or as a
night light where the brightness of the light is adjustable.
An additional feature of this speaker is a clock and an alarm.
The light on the speaker is adjustable by means of a soft touch
button on top of the speaker. The music and clock can be
controlled with the buttons on the bottom. You can also use
the flip-out hook on the bottom of the speaker to hang it up at
home or in the garden during a nice summer evening.

Bluetooth speaker with woofer for a deep and powerful
sound experience! A compact speaker that performs
exceptionally well for its size. The speaker can be
connected through Bluetooth or an auxiliary plug. You
can use the buttons on top of the speaker to control it.
The exterior of the speaker is finished with a luxurious
rubber coating.

Size:

Ø 9,6 x 12,2 cm

Size:

13,5 x 12,5 x 6,5 cm

Material:

ABS & Rubber

Material:

ABS

ELECTRONICS

BRAINZ LED Speaker With Clock
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ELECTRONICS
BRAINZ Sucker Powerbank 5.000mAh

38536

38537

BRAINZ Sucker Powerbank 10.000mAh

38538

Powerbank with suction cups and wireless charging feature.
This strong powerbank has 12 suction cups which you can use
to stick it to the back of your phone. Because the powerbank
is light-weight and has a slim design, you can still use your
phone while it is being charged. The indicator light on the
powerbank shows how far it has been charged. If the phone
does not have the wireless charging function (QI technology),
it can be charged using the supplied cable.

Powerbank with suction cups and wireless charging feature.
This strong powerbank has 12 suction cups which you can use
to stick it to the back of your phone. Because the powerbank
is light-weight and has a slim design, you can still use your
phone while it is being charged. The indicator light on the
powerbank shows how far it has been charged. If the phone
does not have the wireless charging function (QI technology),
it can be charged using the supplied cable.

Capacity: 5000mAh

Capacity: 10.000mAh

Size:

10 x 6,5 x 1,8 cm

Size:

14 x 6,9 x 2 cm

Material:

ABS

Material:

ABS
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ELECTRONICS

BRAINZ Speaker & Wireless Charger

38523

38524

Chic wireless Bluetooth speaker with dual function that can
also be used to charge a phone (wirelessly). The upper part of
the speaker is as a charging station where you can wirelessly
charge your phone. The 3Watt speaker gives a clear and
strong sound. The speaker is finished with an elegant rubber
finish. To charge your phone wirelessly it must be equipped
with QI technology.

Size:

Ø 7 x 7,5 cm

Material:

ABS

BRAINZ Powerbank & Speaker

38532

38533

3-in-1 power bank, speaker and built-in telephone stand.
Equipped with a handy carrying handle to enjoy music
anywhere. The strong power bank has the capacity to charge
an average telephone at least twice. It’s also equipped with an
external AUX connection and SD card input.
Capacity: 8000mAh

Size:

15,5 x 7 x 2,5 cm

Material:

ABS & Bamboo / ABS
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ELECTRONICS

BRAINZ Powerbank Bamboo

38530

38531

Powerbank in a bamboo material housing. Equipped with
LED indicators that show the current energy level of the
powerbank. It comes with associated cables. A fully charged
power bank is at least able to fully charge a mobile phone
twice.
The powerbank’s housing is made from sustainable bamboo
and comes in a beautiful packaging made from recycled kraft
material.
Capacity: 5000mAh

A real powerhouse! This bad boy is a power bank and wireless
charging station in one! Simply put your phone on the
powerbank to charge the phone. Equipped with LED indicators
that show the current energy level of the powerbank. It comes
with associated cables. The powerbank’s housing is made
from sustainable bamboo and comes in a beautiful packaging
made from recycled kraft material. To charge your phone
wirelessly it must be equipped with QI technology.
Capacity: 8000mAh

Size:

11,5 x 6,5 x 1,5 cm

Size:

13,5 x 7 x 1,5 cm

Material:

Bamboo

Material:

Bamboo

BRAINZ Powerbank & Speaker

38532

38533

BRAINZ Wireless Charger Circle Bamboo

38540

3-in-1 power bank, speaker and built-in telephone stand.
Equipped with a handy carrying handle to enjoy music
anywhere. The strong power bank has the capacity to charge
an average telephone at least twice. It’s also equipped with an
external AUX connection and SD card input.

Connect the device to a (powered) USB port and place a
telephone on it that has a wireless charging function. When
it starts charging, a light will come on. When the phone is
charging, no wires need to be disconnected. As soon as the
telephone is back on the charger, the charging will continue.

Capacity: 8000mAh

The housing is made from sustainable bamboo and comes
in a beautiful packaging made from recycled kraft material.
To charge your phone wirelessly it must be equipped with QI
technology.

Size:

15,5 x 7 x 2,5 cm

Size:

Ø 9 x 1 cm

Material:

ABS & Bamboo / ABS

Material:

Bamboo

BRAINZ Wireless Charger Pad Bamboo

38542

All-in-one organizer with wireless charging function! Use this
item on your desk as a charger but also as an organizer for
paper clips, business cards, house keys etc. Also use it on
a dresser or cupboard at home! Never again loose pens,
ransom or cards everywhere.
The housing is made of sustainable bamboo and comes in
a beautiful packaging made from recycled kraft material. To
charge your phone wirelessly it must be equipped with QI
technology.
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BRAINZ Powerbank + Wireless Charger
Bamboo

Size:

15,5 x 7 x 2,5 cm

Material:

Bamboo

38560

A more conscious life starts with more exercise. This
activity tracker is for everyone! Accurate measurements
such as heart rate monitor, pedometer, smartphone
reports, time and date. A complete tracker for all sports
activities. Connect this fitness watch with the mobile
App to collect and monitor all data.

Size:

24 x 2 x 1 cm

Material:

ABS

ELECTRONICS

BRAINZ Fit Watch

BRAINZ Smart Watch

38561

This smartwatch records all movements and more! A watch
that registers movement, heart rate and sleep, among other
things. Other functions are: calorie counter, pedometer, heart
rate, blood pressure and an alarm clock to start exercising
early! All functions in a watch for a healthier life. Connect this
digital watch with the mobile App to collect and monitor all
data. Incoming messages and social media updates will also
be mentioned on your watch!

Size:

22,5 x 3,5 x 1 cm

Material:

ABS
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ELECTRONICS

BRAINZ Home Office LED Phone Holder

38550

38551

Thanks to this Home Office LED Phone Holder, you will never
be left in the dark during online meetings again. Simply place
the phone in the holder and position the light in the correct
position behind your phone. Set the type of light to your
liking; cold, neutral or warm light and the suitable brightness.

Keep cool while working at home with this portable
fan with 3 speed settings. The fan consists of 2 parts,
the docking station (holder) and the fan itself. The
docking station can be connected to a USB port which
makes it possible to use the fan while standing up.

This Home Office LED Phone Holder is not just suitable for
online meetings, but also for photography and vlogs. It is easy
to attach to your table with the provided clip. The light can
be controlled using the supplied remote control. This article
requires a USB port for power supply.

When you connect the docking station to a USB port, it
will charge the rechargeable battery in the fan. As an extra
feature, it is equipped with a phone holder, which keeps you
cool during your online meetings.

Size:

62 x 11 x 9 cm

Size:

22 x 9,3 x 6,5 cm

Material:

LED & ABS

Material:

ABS

BRAINZ Home Office LED Light Wireless
Charger
38552

BRAINZ Home Office Wireless Keyboard

38554

A multifunctional desk lamp from the Home Office line!
This pleasant desk lamp is powered by a USB cable and
can be used on any computer/laptop. This light provides a
great working environment because the colour of the light
can be adjusted to your liking. As an extra, the base of the
lamp is equipped with Qi-technology so that you can charge
your phone wirelessly. The lamp also has a small storage
compartment that is perfect for storing pens, etc.

Wireless Bluetooth keyboard that can be linked to a
smartphone, tablet or laptop. Due to its compact size, you can
easily take it anywhere. The keyboard has a QWERTY keyboard
layout. The keyboard has a range of approximately 10 metres
and is equipped with a battery that can be recharged via USB.

Size:

33 x 17 x 8 cm

Size:

19,8 x 12,5 x 0,5 cm

Material:

LED & ABS

Material:

ABS

BRAINZ Home Office Wireless Mouse

38555

Wireless compact mouse suitable for both left and right
handed users. The mouse has a smooth rubber coating. Easy
to use and to connect to your laptop via a small USB receiver.
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BRAINZ Home Office Ventilator Phone
Holder

Size:

10,5 x 5,5 x 3 cm

Material:

ABS

38553

BRAINZ Home Office ABS Laptop
Standard
38556

Solid adjustable laptop stand that contributes to the
improvement of your posture. When placing the screen on
the stand, it is placed at a better angle, which results in a
better posture.
The stand is adjustable in both width and height. This makes
it suitable for a laptop, but also for a tablet or book. It is userfriendly thanks to its easy folding and the fact that it does not
need to be used in one place. The anti-slip ensures that the
stand cannot slide away or damage the laptop.

Basic laptop stand. Simple to attach to the underside
of a laptop using a stick-on strip. The stand can be
adjusted to two different heights. By working with such
a stand, one (think for example of people working from
home) will adopt a better posture.

Size:

26 x 20,5 x 15,5 cm

Size:

21,7 x 2,7 x 6 cm

Material:

ABS

Material:

ABS

ELECTRONICS

BRAINZ Home Office Laptop Stand
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ELECTRONICS

BRAINZ Clock Wireless Charger Black

38544

38519

Digital alarm clock with wireless charging system and finished
in a beautiful dark wood look. The display can show time, date
and temperature. An all-in-1 alarm clock in a stylish design!
To charge your phone wirelessly it must be equipped with QI
technology.

Sing along with your greatest hits with this Karaoke Boombox.
The boombox is easy to connect using Bluetooth and also
comes with a practical stand for your phone. This way you
can easily sing along with the lyrics by using the included
microphone. In addition, the boombox also features changing
LED lighting to really get into the party mood.

Size:

17 x 8 x 7 cm

Size:

12,4 x 10,2 x 22,2 cm

Material:

ABS

Material:

ABS

BRAINZ Wireless Carholder

38506

With this car kit you’re ready for the future. This phone holder
opens and closes automatically around the telephone. This
is controlled by a number of sensors. The phone can be
removed with a simple touch on the back. This car kit holder
can hold your phone and wirelessly charge it at the same time.
The holder is securely attached to the ventilation grille with
the universal clip. To charge your phone wirelessly it must be
equipped with QI technology.

Size:

12 x 7,5 x 9 cm

Material:

ABS

BRAINZ Accessory Set

38509

A complete universal accessory set for in the car.
With this set in your pocket you’re always prepared!
This set has a universal magnetic telephone holder for the
fan grille (a magnet sticker is attached to the back of the
telephone). In addition, there is a 12V cigarette charger
with two USB connections. Finally, there is also a USB cable
with multiple connections for almost every mobile phone.
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BRAINZ Karaoke Boombox With Microphone

Size:

12,5 x 2,5 x 2 cm

Material:

ABS

LAST CHANCE

38505
BRAINZ All-in-1 Cable

38507
BRAINZ Car Dashcam 1080P

38508
BRAINZ Car Earbud Black

38534
BRAINZ Solar Powerbank
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C O SY DAY S

FIRE & GRILL

FOOD THEMES
BICKERY

FOR YOU
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HAPPY JUL & ICONIC CHRISTMAS

OUTDOOR

WINTER LODGE

FOOD THEMES
TASTEMAKERS

TEXT

PROEFLOKAAL
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CUSTOM MADE
MAKE

YOUR

GIFTS

UNI Q UE

Have it your way! Choose any product from our

Do you have a custom made request or would you like to

collection you want to customize! Our overseas partners

suprise your customer with a custom proposal including

allow us to develop your custom made project from A to

digital design?

Z!
Why wait any longer? Feel free to contact us!
Send us your wishes, specs and company logo and
our DTP & Graphics department will help you by
providing free digital visuals for your custom made
projects!
With over 20 years of experience importing goods
directly from the far east and other countries around
the world!
Thanks to our large network and co-operations we
can safely say that almost anything is possible!

Do you prefer the online experience?
Visit our website!
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W W W.T H E G I F T. N L

N L*

DOMING STICKER

POSSIBILITIES BAGS
LOGO PRINT

From 50pcs it is possible to
provide the trolley with your
own full colour doming.

From 50pcs it is possible to
provide any bag with your own
logo print. MAX. 2 Colours

N L*

POSSIBILITIES BAGS

FROM 500PCS IT IS POSSIBLE TO
P R OV I D E A N Y B AC K PAC K W I T H :

A Woven or Rubber Patch
Logo print or Em-/Debossing

LOGO PRINT

FA R E A ST *

CUSTOM MADE

POSSIBILITIES TROLLEYS

PMS Base Colour

From 50pcs it is possible to
provide the trolley with your
own logo print. MAX. 2 Colours

PMS Piping / Lining Colour
Colour or Material Handles
PMS or Printed Innerlining

FULL COLOUR FOIL STICKER*

Colour or Material Zipperpuller

From 10pcs it is possible
to provide the stickercase
trolley’s *(14156 & 14157) with a
full colour sticker of choice.
POSSIBILITIES TROLLEYS

Zipperpullers with Logo
Full Colour or Craft Hangtag

FA R E A ST *

FROM 300PCS IT IS POSSIBLE TO
PROVIDE THE TROLLEY WITH:

A Metal or Rubber Badge
A Doming Sticker
A Rubber Address Label
An Embossed Logo or Full Pattern
PMS Base Colour of choice
PMS or Printed Innerlining with Logo
Logo on Handle Bar
Zipperpullers with Logo
Custom Wheels
TSA LOCK

All custom trolleys can be equipped
with a TSA-lock.
360° SOFT WHEELS

All custom trolleys can be equipped
with 360º rotatable soft rubber
double or single wheels.

*Production based in the Netherlands, delivery time approx. 2 weeks after approval
*Production based in the far east, delivery time approx. 12-14 weeks after approval
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CUSTOM MADE

B A S E D O N A RT. 1 3 0 0 0

PAC K I N G

Customize the packing with
your own game titel, logo and
PMS colours of choice.
B OA R D & PAW N S

Customize the board, dice and
game pawns with your own
PMS colours of choice.
ADD GAMES
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It is also possible to add other
board games like; criss, crass,
cross and / or the five dice game.

COLOUR

Customize the plaid with your
own PMS colour of choice.

SIDELABEL

Make your plaid unique with
your own branding on the
sidelabel.

B A S E D O N A RT. 2 4 3 2 8

PAC K I N G

Customize the packing with
your own name / titel, logo and
PMS colours of choice.
CASE & EARBUDS

CUSTOM MADE

SLEEVE

Customize the sleeve with your
own name / titel, logo, material
and colours of choice.

Customize the case with your own
logo or color and the earbuds with
your own PMS colour of choice.
MAILBOX APPROVED

Make your custom era buds fit
in any mailbox by using our
mailbox approves show box.

B A S E D O N A RT. 3 8 517
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NOTES

Voor meer info over een of meerdere van deze
producten of als je een cadeau speciaal
voor jou(w organisatie)
bedacht en verzorgd wilt hebben,
neem dan contact op
met jouw personal gift shopper.
La Touche Magique
085-060 24 68 (ook voor WhatsApp)

